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Rethinking Operating System Trust

Owen Sebastian Hofmann, Ph.D.

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013

Supervisor: Emmett Witchel

Operating system kernels present a difficult security challenge. Despite their mil-

lions of lines of code and broad, complex attack surface, they remain a trusted

component shared between all applications. If an attacker can combine an exploit

for any application on a system with a kernel exploit or privilege escalation, the

attacker can then control any other application, regardless of whether the second

application was itself vulnerable.

This dissertation presents two hypervisor-based systems: OSck, which in-

creases the trustworthiness of a guest kernel by detecting kernel rootkits, and Ink-

Tag, which removes the need for an application to trust the kernel at all. Vital

to both systems is their use of information from a potentially malicious kernel.

These systems rely on information from the kernel about its own functionality to

make their implementation simpler, more efficient, and more secure. Importantly,
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although they rely on this information, they do not trust it. A kernel that lies about

its functionality to appear benign will be detected, as will a kernel that simply acts

maliciously.

OSck detects kernel rootkits: malicious software programs that are particu-

larly difficult to detect because they modify internal kernel operation to hide their

presence. Running concurrently with an operating system and isolated by the hy-

pervisor, OSck verifies safety properties for large portions of the kernel heap with

minimal overhead, by deducing type information from unmodified kernel source code

and in-memory kernel data structures.

InkTag gives strong safety guarantees to trusted applications, even in the

presence of a malicious operating system. InkTag isolates applications from the

operating system, and enables applications to validate that the kernel is acting in

good faith, for example by ensuring that the kernel is mapping the correct file data

into the application’s address space. InkTag introduces paraverification, a technique

that simplifies the InkTag hypervisor by forcing the untrusted operating system to

participate in its own verification. InkTag requires that the kernel prove to the

hypervisor that its updates to application state (such as page tables) are valid,

and also to prove to the application that its responses to system calls are consistent.

InkTag is also the first system of its kind to implement access control, secure naming,

and consistency for data on stable storage.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The traditional hierarchy of software trust is an obstacle in building secure sys-

tems. All applications trust the operating system and the operating system is shared

among applications, significantly expanding the threat of individual application vul-

nerabilities. If an attacker compromises an application, a bug in the OS can then

become a vector for privilege escalation or even a complete OS compromise. What

had been a vulnerability in a single application becomes a vulnerability for all ap-

plications, because the OS has complete control over application behavior.

Although securing operating systems is critical, operating systems are diffi-

cult to secure. Modern operating systems consist of millions of lines of code written

by numerous parties, and a bug in a single line of code can often compromise the

system in its entirety. Furthermore, the operating system’s attack surface from an

application is the system call interface. Over time, the system call interface has

grown from a handful of simple calls for operating on files (such as open, read, and

write), to a vast library of functionality for invoking infrequently used OS services.

Drivers and kernel subsystems then have the ability to arbitrarily extend this inter-

face even further, through calls such as ioctl.

As OS security has become more perilous, hypervisors have reemerged as a

powerful and useful layer in the system software stack. The utility of software-based
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virtualization for x86 processors has led to increases in performance via paravirtu-

alization, and finally to full hardware virtualization support in current processor

generations. In a virtualized system, the hypervisor becomes the new software root

of trust, and hypervisors are significantly better candidates for this role than op-

erating systems. Hypervisors contain fewer lines of code than a typical operating

system. Also, the hypervisor interface is a hardware interface, which is far simpler

and easier to make secure than the hundreds of system calls exported by the oper-

ating system. From 2010 to 2012, a search of the National Vulnerability Database

returns 3 exploits for Xen and 13 exploits for KVM that have an impact worse than

denial of service. By contrast, there were 26 such vulnerabilities published for the

Linux kernel in May and June of 2012 alone, of which only 4 were for device drivers.

From the perspective of the application, however, hypervisors only increase

the size of the trusted computing base. Even with a trusted hypervisor that remains

uncompromised, applications still rely on and are entirely controlled by the operat-

ing system. This dissertation investigates ways in which a trusted hypervisor can

improve this situation. OSck is a system which attempts to increase application

trust in the OS, by detecting kernel rootkits, malicious pieces of software that can

be impossible to detect from an application, or even the kernel, because they modify

kernel functionality. InkTag removes the necessity for an application to trust the

OS at all, by isolating an application from an untrusted operating system and giving

the application the tools to validate that the operating system is behaving faithfully

(for example by mapping the correct files into the right part of the application’s

address space).

The key insight introduced with this dissertation is the significant power

afforded to such systems by leveraging information from the potentially malicious

operating system. For example, most kernel rootkits modify OS functionality by

replacing function pointers in kernel objects. Validating that the kernel will invoke
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the right function involves tracing all possible paths through tens to hundreds of

thousands of kernel data structures to check that any paths that end at a function

pointer will not invoke malicious functionality. OSck uses internal kernel information

to map memory locations to data types, allowing it to check nodes in the graph of

data structures in isolation, and in any order (such as by their order in physical

memory), without maintaining the state necessary for a depth- or breadth-first

graph traversal. Importantly, OSck does not trust the information that it extracts

from the kernel — it will detect malfeasance for both a malicious function pointer

as well as for corruption of the type information by a malicious kernel.

InkTag extends this theme with the introduction of paraverification. Similar

to paravirtualization, paraverification has an untrusted operating system provide

information essential for the InkTag hypervisor to verify that the kernel is operating

correctly in its interactions with a trusted application. To do so, the hypervisor

must match OS modifications of application state (such as modifying page tables)

to application intent (a prior call to mmap). Previously, this required the application

and hypervisor to synchronize on a copy of the application’s memory map and to

index and look up entries in response to latency-critical events, such as page faults.

However, the OS already contains a copy of the memory map, in which it must also

look up entries in response to faults. With paraverification, the application need

only record its expected memory layout. The operating system is then responsible

for fast indexing and lookup during page faults, and passing that information to the

application and the hypervisor so that they may validate updates. Again, key to

this new role for the untrusted OS is that although the application and hypervisor

use OS-provided information for efficiency and implementation simplicity, they do

not use it for correctness. InkTag can detect incorrect paraverification information

as well as it can detect other malicious behavior by the operating system.
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Chapter 2

OSck: ensuring OS kernel integrity

Rootkits are software packages left on an exploited system to facilitate further ma-

licious access. They compromise operating system security in ways that are difficult

for modern tools to detect. Increasingly dangerous are kernel rootkits that use access

to kernel memory to subvert the integrity of kernel code or data structures, giving

control of critical resources (such as processing, the file system, or the network) to

a malicious entity [She].

Kernel rootkits are difficult to detect because operating systems have com-

plicated data structures with no explicit integrity constraints, providing a large and

growing attack surface to rootkit authors. In addition, user- or kernel-level secu-

rity tools cannot trust a compromised operating system kernel to correctly execute

security checks. To efficiently and reliably detect rootkits, we propose OSck1, a

hypervisor-based system to specify and enforce the integrity of operating system

data structures. Kernel rootkits change the state of operating system data struc-

tures to gain unauthorized access to computer resources and to prevent detection.

OSck detects when the state of kernel data structures violates the integrity prop-

erties specified to the hypervisor. If a rootkit compromises kernel integrity, the

hypervisor can take appropriate action, such as terminating the operating system

1Like fsck, but for operating system state.
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or alerting an administrator.

We extend previous work in hypervisor-based monitoring in four important

directions:

1. OSck verifies type-safety properties for the kernel heap through a linear scan

of memory, rather than traversing a data structure graph. This approach is

based on extracting assumptions about kernel memory layout from memory

management data structures. It is more efficient than graph traversal in both

time and space, and facilitates incremental verification.

2. OSck correctly handles concurrency between the running kernel and verifica-

tion process. Previous systems assumed that any inconsistencies caused by

concurrency would be transient. We show this assumption incorrect through

user code that causes these errors frequently enough so as to appear persistent.

3. OSck exports an expressive API for specifying ad-hoc integrity checks. With

OSck, integrity checks are written as if the code executes in a kernel thread,

with full access to all kernel data structures, even though the code executes in

a separate address space.

4. We design and implement two new classes of rootkits and implement new

versions of known attacks, demonstrating that defeating new rootkit exploits

with OSck is simple, often requiring fewer than 100 lines of code. One of our

new attacks would evade detection by all previous monitoring systems because

it modifies data that is not reachable by traversing kernel data structures from

global roots.

OSck supports a rich API for writing kernel integrity checks. We give three

examples of integrity properties that vary in complexity and require different levels

of support from OSck. First, the dbg-reg rootkit sets up the x86 debugging registers

to transfer control to it when the kernel executes the code to demultiplex a system

call. OSck prevents this rootkit’s operation simply by verifying that x86 hardware
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debug registers do not reference kernel text. Second, most in-the-wild kernel rootk-

its modify kernel state by directing function pointers to custom functions [PH07].

OSck detects such rootkits by verifying type-safety for kernel data structures—the

property that each pointer points to an object of the correct type. This is a complex

property that must be checked concurrently with kernel execution, and OSck ex-

tracts rules about data structure allocations from the kernel source. Third, integrity

constraints may require coordination between the kernel and hypervisor to prevent

false positives due to race conditions. For instance, the Linux kernel maintains both

a tree and list representation of the run queue. Rootkit tasks can avoid being listed

by system utilities like ps by removing themselves from the list representation, while

remaining in the tree representation allows them to be scheduled. However, because

the kernel updates these data structures on every scheduling event, workloads that

involve significant scheduling activity may require synchronization to coordinate the

OS modification with the hypervisor’s checking.

We demonstrate a new class of rootkit exploits that modify specific return ad-

dresses on the stack. The new attack covertly executes by replacing return addresses

from the schedule function for currently sleeping processes. Previous integrity mon-

itoring systems could not prevent this attack because they check data structures by

traversing them, pointer by pointer, from global variables. However, kernel stacks

are large regions of untyped memory with potentially unspecified bounds and are

thus resistant to traversal. Even software defenses for stack smashing attacks [Ale96]

cannot prevent this attack since such defenses detect overwrites to a region of stack

space including a compiler inserted sentinel value. These defenses do not work when

only the return address is overwritten.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: §2.1 describes how OSck

detects kernel rootkits. §2.3 describes our implementation of OSck as part of the

KVM hypervisor. §2.4 describes kernel rootkits we used to evaluate OSck and the
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associated integrity properties these rootkits violate. We evaluate OSck in §2.5.

2.1 Detecting kernel rootkits

A rootkit is a piece of software left on an exploited system to facilitate further access

or data collection. Our threat model for kernel rootkits assumes that an adversary

gains temporary access to kernel memory (e.g. through the deprecated /dev/kmem

interface). With the ability to modify kernel memory, the goal of the adversary is to

modify kernel operation to further compromise the system, for example by adding

a backdoor login, or a keystroke logger.

Kernel modifications that implement a kernel rootkit have three important

properties. First, rootkits are persistent: the adversary modifies kernel operation for

a significant amount of time beyond the initial compromise, as is necessary to imple-

ment malicious services such as backdoors and keystroke loggers. Second, rootkits

implement some meaningful malicious behavior: an adversary with write access to

kernel memory can easily cause the kernel to crash or corrupt data, but we are

concerned with attacks that add new malicious kernel functionality. Finally, rootk-

its obscure their presence. An adversary could use a kernel compromise to simply

invoke a new process without making any actual modification to kernel operation.

However, such an attack would be visible to a system administrator via user- or

kernel-level tools.

Rootkits obscure signs of their presence, such as files in the filesystem or

running processes, using a variety of techniques. There are three main techniques

that rootkit writers use to hide the presence of a rootkit.

• Diverting control to code that hides presence of the rootkit.

• Executing code or storing data outside of a traditional process or file context.

• Modifying operating system data structures to conceal the presence of the

rootkit.

A rootkit can divert control flow to modify queries about the state of the kernel,
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such as by hiding entries in the Linux proc filesystem by replacing pointers to func-

tions that implement the filesystem with versions that conceal malicious running

processes. It can also divert control flow so that the rootkit code runs outside of a

context visible to the system administrator, such as running as a frequently invoked

kernel callback rather than a traditional process. Additionally, a rootkit can mod-

ify non-control data structures in a way that conceals its presence in the system.

For example, a rootkit may remove a malicious process from kernel data structures

used to list active processes in a system utility such as ps, but not from the data

structures used to schedule processes.

2.1.1 Protecting control flow

A rootkit may modify operating system control flow to hide resources that would

otherwise be visible to user level monitoring tools. For instance, the adore-ng rootkit

substitutes its own implementation of the Linux Virtual File System (VFS) readdir

method for the /proc filesystem. The custom implementation hides certain entries

from user queries about the contents of /proc, preventing a system administrator

from viewing the full set of running processes. Alternately, a rootkit may modify

control flow to run its code in a context undetectable by users. Our new “return-to-

schedule” rootkit (§2.4), executes code in the context of every running process by

modifying descheduled processes’ stacks.

To detect rootkits that modify control flow, OSck verifies control-flow in-

tegrity, the property that execution of the kernel follows a predetermined control-

flow graph [ABEL05]. We divide control transfers into three categories: static,

persistent, and dynamic. Figure 2.1 illustrates these categories in a common system

call.

Static and persistent control transfers Static control transfers consist of

branches and function calls determined at kernel compile time, and are encoded

in kernel text. Persistent control transfers are established by the kernel during

8



Figure 2.1: Control transfers in kernel invocation of a getdents system call. Static
control transfers occur within blocks of kernel text. Persistent and dynamic control
transfers use values in hardware registers and kernel memory to determine the next
instruction executed.

initialization and remain constant while the kernel is executing, such as a system

call invocation that is directed to the correct kernel text location via the values

of hardware registers and the contents of the system call table (an in-memory ta-

ble of function pointers). These register values and the contents of the table do

not change once the kernel is initialized. OSck forces these transfers to remain im-

mutable, by write-protecting kernel text, read-only data, and the values of special

machine registers (§2.3.1).

Dynamic control transfers The kernel makes significant use of dynamic control

transfers, which consist of indirect jumps and function calls based on pointers in

writable kernel memory. The object-oriented design of the kernel encourages the

use of function pointers to implement common interfaces to similar functionality.

For example, virtual file system (VFS) modules associate tables of function pointers

with kernel objects representing inodes and open files. To invoke the correct function

9



for a given file, a generic kernel routine dereferences one of these pointers to perform

a filesystem-specific function.

Unlike static and persistent control transfers, determining the valid target

for a dynamic control transfer instruction in the running kernel may not be possible.

For instance, two invocations of the same filesystem function on separate objects

may result in different functions being invoked from the same call instruction in

kernel text. The validity of the targeted function depends on a significant amount

of context, such as the filesystem that contains the object and the type of filesystem

object referenced. Instead of attempting to verify these complex correctness prop-

erties, OSck instead restricts rootkits’ ability to execute arbitrary code by ensuring

that dynamic control transfers will target functions that are safe for that particular

callsite. Safe functions are part of known kernel or module text and share the desired

function’s type signature: the return type, and number and types of arguments.

The function pointer dereferenced in a dynamic control transfer is determined

by a complex traversal of kernel data structures from some globally accessible root

data structure. Because the exact traversal is only specified by the dynamic execu-

tion of kernel code, OSck must verify that all paths the kernel may traverse from a

global root to a function pointer will result in calling a safe function. OSck verifies

this property by checking type-safety properties for the kernel heap (§2.2.1).

2.1.2 Protecting non-control data

In addition to modifying kernel control flow, a rootkit may also conceal system

resources from the user by modifying non-control data in the kernel heap. For

instance, rootkits based on direct kernel object modification [HB05] exploit the fact

that kernels keep different data structures for enumerating and scheduling processes.

In Linux, a rootkit can hide a process just by removing it from a hash table used

for process enumeration. The hidden process is still scheduled normally.

Unlike type-safety for a graph of data structures, modifications to non-control
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bool check_pidmap(){

for_each_process(ptask){

// bitmap entry for each process

// should be set

if(!test_bit(ptask->pid, pidmap))

return false;

}

return true;

}

Figure 2.2: Simplified code for checking the integrity of non-control data.

data structures violate constraints that in many cases cannot be extracted from

raw kernel source. In the example above, the invariant violated by the rootkit

is that the hash table should contain the same set of processes as those in the

process descriptor list and the run queue. Extracting such an invariant from source

requires an understanding of code semantics that is beyond the scope of current and

foreseeable tools.

For non-control data, OSck focuses on exporting a convenient interface for

writing integrity checks. OSck extracts data structure definitions from kernel source

and automatically generates an API for writing integrity checks as if they are code

that would execute within a kernel thread, automatically handling translation of

kernel addresses (§2.3.4). Figure 2.2 is an example of code that checks the integrity

of non-control data to protect the kernel from the pidmap-hide rootkit (§2.4) that

hides itself from /proc.

2.2 Design

OSck must verify the integrity of the running kernel, remaining safe even if the

kernel is compromised. OSck runs as an independent thread at the same privilege

level as the guest OS, but isolated from the guest by the hypervisor. Although it

does not run as part of the hypervisor, the hypervisor must trust it (like domain

0 in Xen). Figure 2.3 summarizes the organization. OSck shares access to the
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Guest applications

hypervisor Host kernel
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verification

OSck privilege restriction
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Guest kernel

Figure 2.3: OSck architecture. Most of OSck’s verification runs in a thread at the
same privilege level as the guest OS, isolated by process and VM boundaries.

guest OS’ physical memory: coordinating access to guest OS memory is the most

hypervisor-specific part of OSck.

OSck detects rootkits by preventing or detecting modifications to static, per-

sistent, and dynamic control transfers, and by verifying properties of non-control

data. OSck protects static and persistent control transfers by restricting the guest

kernel’s ability to modify these values once they are installed. Dynamic control

transfers are protected by verifying the type safety properties described in §2.1.1.

OSck provides a programming environment nearly identical to writing kernel code

to make the job of verifying non-control data as easy as possible. Finally, OSck has

the ability to quiesce the running kernel for any property whose verification fails

due to the guest OS modifying data structures concurrently with OSck’s checks.

2.2.1 Verifying heap safety

Once the kernel is loaded in memory, it must not transfer control to malicious code

while executing at the OS privilege level. OSck verifies this property by ensuring

that any sequence of dereferences the kernel performs to reach a function pointer will

result in a pointer to a safe function (a function with the same type signature as the

12



Figure 2.4: A subset of the kernel type graph. The kernel’s traversal of this graph
will result in the execution of the safe function readpages.

function pointer, as described in §2.1.1). OSck considers each node (a kernel object

in memory) separately, verifying that the pointers contained in the data structure

are consistent with the type graph specified by kernel code. A subset of the type

graph for the Linux kernel is shown in Figure 2.4. OSck asserts that each pointer

field within an object must point to the data type specified by that pointer, and all

function pointers must point to safe functions.

Type information from an untrusted kernel OSck’s type analysis maps ar-

bitrary regions of kernel memory to kernel data types, often using kernel state that

could be corrupted. A key challenge is to show that using type information from a

possibly compromised kernel, it is possible to verify that any dereference path from

a kernel root object to a function pointer must result in invoking a safe function.

Here, we outline an argument that even a malicious kernel cannot evade detection

by corrupting OSck’s map of type information.

We consider two mappings of kernel addresses to data types, the effective

mapping and the bound mapping. The effective mapping is the mapping implicitly

created by the actions of kernel code. For a memory address, the effective mapping

uses the type that kernel code implicitly assumes at that address, based on a se-
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quence of pointer dereferences. That is, if the kernel traverses a struct page pointer

to arrive at memory address 0x100, then memory at address 0x100 is of type struct

page. We assume that the effective mapping is consistent with the kernel’s type

graph — the kernel does not typecast pointers to an unrelated type as it traverses

them. A rootkit seeks to modify the effective map, changing kernel pointers such

that the kernel believes a malicious function is legitimate, because a function pointer

points to it.

The bound mapping is the map that OSck creates, starting with type in-

formation from the kernel source code, and augmented with potentially unreliable

information on heap-allocated types. Memory locations in the kernel image (such

as functions and static data structures) are bound to a type at link time, when a

symbol name (with an associated type in the source code) is assigned an address.

The type of memory locations on the heap are bound when dynamically allocated

memory is scanned during runtime, through analysis of kernel memory data struc-

tures described in §2.3.2. The bound mapping and the effective mapping will agree

for all global roots. Global roots are symbols compiled into the kernel, and they

are protected by OSck by write-protecting the kernel text that uses those symbols

as constant values. In addition, the bound mapping maps the entry points of all

safe functions to their type signature. For both global roots and safe functions, a

compromised kernel cannot change the bound mapping, since OSck does not rely

on dynamic kernel state for those addresses.

In the presence of a rootkit, the bound mapping must differ from the effective

mapping in at least one place: the malicious function. The kernel believes the

memory at the malicious function is a valid function, while OSck, which binds the

addresses of safe functions when the kernel is linked, will not.

If a rootkit inserts malicious functionality into the kernel by modifying a

function pointer, then there is a traversal of the data structures in the kernel’s
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Figure 2.5: Modified type graph created by a malicious modification to the ker-
nel heap, with two possible bindings from object to type. Regardless of binding,
malicious modification will cause verification to fail.

effective map that begins at a global root and ends at the malicious function. At

the global root, the effective map and bound map must be consistent, since OSck

protects the global roots. At the malicious function, the effective and bound maps

must be inconsistent. Thus, there must be a step in the traversal, a pointer in object

A to a destination location B, for which the maps have A mapped consistently, and

B mapped inconsistently with each other. We assume that the effective map is

consistent with the type graph. Then for OSck, which uses the bound map, the

pointer from A to B must be inconsistent with the type graph. If it were consistent,

then B would be mapped to the same type as in the effective map. This pointer

will fail OSck’s verification process, and OSck will detect the presence of a rootkit.

Type-safety example Consider a typical Linux file read that traverses the data

structure graph from a file object to the associated address space to the table of

address space operations, and finally to the readpages method. The type graph on

which this traversal operates is illustrated in Figure 2.4. A kernel rootkit may divert
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this traversal in several ways that result in the kernel invoking an unsafe function.

One possible modification is illustrated in Figure 2.5. A rootkit may allocate a dupli-

cate evil address space that points to a duplicate evil address space operations, which

contains a pointer to the rootkit’s custom code. If OSck binds the evil address space

to the address space type, as in Figure 2.5(a), but the evil address space operations

remains unbound or is bound (based on incorrect information from the kernel) to

some other type, verification will fail because the pointer to the evil address space-

operations is not type-safe. If neither object is bound, as in Figure 2.5(b), verifi-

cation will fail because the pointer from the file object to the evil address space is

not type-safe. OSck uses kernel memory management data structures to bind kernel

memory to data types without requiring developer interaction. §2.3.2 describes this

process in detail.

OSck verifies the entire heap in a linear scan of kernel memory. This ap-

proach has several advantages. First, a linear scan is efficient: in the common case,

checking pointer targets is a read-only operation. It does not require marking ob-

jects as visited, updating queues of unvisited objects, or making recursive calls.

In our benchmarks, checking type-safety for much of the kernel heap requires at

most around 300ms, and as little as 50ms (§2.5.2). Second, our approach facilitates

incremental verification. A performance-sensitive system, or a system unable to

concurrently run kernel and verification code may require that the heap be verified

in stages. OSck’s linear scan facilitates easy recording of the position in the heap to

be resumed later.

2.2.2 Handling concurrency

A key goal for OSck is to minimize the performance impact of monitoring kernel

state by interleaving execution of OSck’s verification process and the kernel’s ex-

ecution as much as possible. However, running the verifier concurrently with the

kernel introduces synchronization issues. In general, OSck’s verification process may
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attempt to check kernel state that the kernel is in the process of updating. For ex-

ample, OSck could read a pointer from a structure that is incompletely initialized

and whose contents could point anywhere, or it could observe a red-black tree in the

process of rebalancing and conclude that an integrity constraint has been violated.

Although OSck’s access to kernel memory could allow it to correctly synchro-

nize with the running kernel, doing so would significantly increase complexity and

reduce performance. OSck frequently scans large portions of the kernel heap. Cor-

rect synchronization would require acquiring and holding a large number of locks,

and adhering to the locking discipline of the existing kernel. In addition, there are

synchronization requirements in the kernel that can depend on the order in which

data structures are accessed, adding additional undue complexity and requiring

OSck to follow numerous rules specified only through comments and a particular

kernel implementation. OSck is designed to minimize effort when porting to suc-

cessive kernel versions. Incorporating details of kernel synchronization into OSck

would require additional expertise to verify that OSck’s synchronization conventions

accurately track the kernel’s.

Instead, we make two assumptions that allow OSck to verify the state of the

kernel with no synchronization in the common case. First, we assume that false

negatives due to unsynchronized accesses are transient. OSck detects persistent

modifications to kernel state, and it is unlikely that malicious code could consistently

modify kernel state to be correct when observed by OSck, but incorrect when viewed

by the kernel. Second, we assume that false positives due to unsynchronized accesses

are rare. OSck may then employ a heavyweight synchronization mechanism in

the event of an integrity violation to bring the system to consistent state and re-

verify. In the common case that the event reflects an actual integrity violation,

performance is not critical. In the rare case of a false positive, that heavyweight

synchronization will have negligible performance impact. These assumptions are
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validated by our experiments. While we are able to construct microbenchmarks in

which false positives are frequent, we did not observe any false positives in any of

the benchmarks that we ran (§2.5.4).

In the event of an integrity violation, OSck performs two steps before alerting

the user about the possible rootkit infection:

• Immediately re-verify the state of the kernel. Kernel atomic regions are short,

so re-running the check should resolve many integrity violations due to con-

current accesses.

• Enforce quiescence. OSck halts the kernel at a point at which all data struc-

tures should be consistent, and then re-verifies kernel state.

Choosing an effective point at which to enforce quiescence is an important

part of OSck’s design. An effective quiescence point should have two key properties.

First, it should be a point where kernel data structures are consistent. Second, a

multi-processor system requires enforcing quiescence for each processor. A processor

should not quiesce in a place where it holds resources required by another processor

(such as a lock), thus preventing quiescence for the second processor and creating

deadlock. Our implementation is discussed in §2.3.5.

2.2.3 Discussion

As with other systems that attempt to detect security violations by inspecting the

state of a potentially insecure system (e.g. a virus scanner), it may be possible for

a sufficiently advanced rootkit to evade detection by OSck. OSck currently detects

the attack vectors used by all of the Linux rootkits that we were able to locate. In

this section, we discuss our assumptions, and ways in which a sufficiently advanced

rootkit might evade detection.

Threat model The threat model we consider for OSck is that of an attacker with

temporary read-write access to kernel memory. For example, an attacker might

gain access to kernel memory through a bug in the kernel, or by exploiting a setuid
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program and accessing the (now-deprecated) /dev/kmem interface. An attacker with

access to kernel memory could corrupt kernel state and cause the kernel to crash.

OSck does not protect against these modifications, or similar attempts to deny

service. Instead, the goal of OSck is to detect meaningful malicious modifications

to kernel state: modifications that facilitate further malicious activity in a way that

will not be detected by a system administrator. For instance, an attacker could

spawn a daemon as the root user, and then use modifications to kernel memory to

hide that daemon from the list of running processes. The attacker must modify

kernel memory carefully enough that queries into system state return a reasonable

set of results while hiding some set of information.

Determining which code to trust OSck detects malicious code in a running

OS kernel by verifying that the hardware and memory values used to transfer con-

trol adhere to certain safety properties. For these checks to provide meaningful

safety, OSck must ensure that both the code invoking control transfers and their

destinations are functions that are part of the original, non-malicious kernel imple-

mentation.

As a result, OSck must manage the regions of memory that are considered

to be valid kernel code. We assume a trusted boot process via a technology such

as TPM [Tru07], to bring the system from a potentially untrusted kernel image on

disk to executing a trusted kernel that may then be subject to OSck’s verification.

Modules dynamically loaded into the kernel must also become a part of the memory

regions that OSck considers to be valid code. Currently, OSck relies on a whitelist

and cryptographic hash of trusted modules. We believe that this solution is reason-

able for a high-security setting. However, more robust solutions such as modules

signed by a distributor are possible.

Type-safety A majority of kernel rootkits (see §2.4) implement malicious behav-

ior by subverting kernel control flow. Many control transfers within the kernel are
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relatively simple to protect by protecting modifications to low-level state, such as

the contents of kernel code and architectural registers.

The kernel makes extensive use of function pointers to transfer control, thus

OSck must also protect the values of function pointers in writable kernel memory.

OSck protects function pointers by ensuring that any function pointer used by the

kernel points to a function that is a part of already trusted code, and has the correct

type signature. This policy prevents all current attacks on function pointers, which

direct pointers to custom rootkit functionality.

An attacker that wishes to remain undetected may only swap pointers with

other functions that share the same type signature. We believe that implementing

meaningful malicious behavior (such as hiding a single entry in the /proc filesystem)

under these constraints is unlikely to be successful.

Kernel data structures In addition to subverting kernel control flow, an attacker

can hide evidence of malicious activity by subverting implicit invariants between

kernel data structures, for example in the Linux kernel the assumed equivalence

between the tree used to schedule processes and the linked list used to display them.

OSck protects these data structure relationships through ad-hoc checks on kernel

state.

For a large production kernel such as Linux, specifying the complete set

of invariants is not likely to be tractable. However, to provide effective security,

OSck need only check invariants that rootkits can violate to implement meaningful

malicious behavior. In addition, adding a new integrity check to OSck’s library is

significantly less intrusive than fixing a kernel exploit, and does not require restarting

a system. Checks in OSck can be implemented in a handful of lines of code, and

do not need to be as thoroughly tested as patches to a production kernel: a crash

in OSck requires only that OSck be restarted, which does not affect the running

kernel.
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Figure 2.6: Mapping guest OS memory into the OSck verifier address space.

Concurrency OSck’s checking code runs concurrently, and in the common case

unsynchronized, with kernel code. We make two main assumptions regarding con-

currency. For performance, we assume false positives (detecting a violation of some

invariant due to concurrent modification and not malicious behavior) are rare. Our

experiments (§2.5) support this assumption. For security, we assume that false

negatives are rare and not reproducible by an attacker. We recognize that race

conditions form a significant body of attack vectors on a wide variety of systems.

However we note that in general a race must happen once to violate security, while

in OSck an attacker would have to win every race for the lifetime of the system to

evade detection. We also assume that an attacker cannot accurately predict when

an OSck check will run, so attack code cannot repair kernel data structures just in

time for the OSck check, and then corrupt them again after the check.

2.3 Implementation

We implement OSck as part of the KVM hypervisor [Kiv07]. KVM virtualizes a

guest kernel within a host Linux kernel. A user-level launcher binary allocates a

region of memory to serve as the guest’s physical memory, loads the guest kernel, and

then calls into the host kernel to run the virtualized guest. OSck runs as a separate

process, communicating over a socket with the launcher binary. OSck reads guest

state by mapping the same memory region as the launcher.

OSck integrity checks are written as if they were executed in a guest OS
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kernel thread, although they are isolated from the guest kernel by the hypervisor.

This is possible by mapping several virtually contiguous memory segments from

the guest kernel into the OSck verifier address space, as shown in Figure 2.6. The

majority of kernel data structures are addressed in a large portion of the virtual

address space that linearly maps physical memory. In the 32-bit x86 Linux kernel,

this consists of the last gigabyte of a 4GB address space. On the 64-bit kernel,

a 64TB region starting from 0xFFFF880000000000 maps physical memory. A second

region (the same region in 32-bit Linux) maps text and data in the kernel image.

In addition to the linearly mapped region, several kernel data structures

(such as the list of kernel modules) reside in a region of memory allocated by the

vmalloc function, which may contain non-linear mappings of physical memory. The

OSck verifier translates addresses in this area by reading guest page tables from

physical memory. Although reading page tables in software is inefficient, few kernel

data structures reside in this area, and so this does not noticeably increase OSck’s

overhead. These memory mappings give the OSck verifier the same view of kernel

data structures as a kernel thread. Our original OSck prototype was developed for

32-bit Linux. Porting OSck to a 64-bit architecture required few changes other than

redefining a few aspects of the kernel’s memory layout and interpreting a different

page table format.

Both automatic and manual integrity checks in OSck make significant use of

data structure definitions and properties extracted from kernel source code. As part

of kernel compilation, OSck translates the kernel into the C intermediate language

(CIL [NMRW02]). We use CIL to output sanitized kernel type definitions for use in

manual checks and to automatically generate functions to verify type-safety for each

data type. The final kernel image is compiled directly using gcc; the CIL processing

step is only to generate code that implements OSck integrity checks.

This section explains how OSck protects static and persistent control trans-
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fers by restricting guest privilege (§2.3.1). Dynamic control transfers are protected

by verifying type-safety properties. Verifying these properties requires a mapping

from locations in kernel memory to the data structure type. §2.3.2 describes how we

use existing kernel memory management structures to efficiently construct a map-

ping. OSck provides a convenient interface to kernel data structures that is used

both by automatic verification code (§2.3.3) and system programmers specifying

custom integrity properties (§2.3.4). §2.3.5 discusses the synchronization protocol

between the guest kernel and OSck.

2.3.1 Restricting guest privilege

A query about the state of the system, in the form of a system call, begins with a

user executing the syscall instruction with a system call number specified in the

x86 eax register, or an int 0x80 instruction with the values contained in the x86

interrupt descriptor table. In either case, the path of control from user-level to the

kernel implementation of the system call is determined by the value of hardware

registers, kernel data, and kernel text. These control transfers remain fixed once

they are installed by the booting kernel.

OSck protects static and persistent control transfers, such as those used on

system call entry, by restricting the guest operating system’s privilege to modify

certain registers and regions of memory once their values are set during boot. Mod-

ifying hardware registers that determine the transfer of control flow from user to

kernel mode (such as x86 machine-specific registers that determine the operation

of the syscall instruction) is a privileged operation, and must be implemented

through a call to the hypervisor. OSck modifies the hypervisor to prevent updates

to these registers after the initial values are installed.

After a user system call traps into the kernel text segment, code transfers

control to the service routine corresponding to the desired system call number by

indexing the system call table, an array of function pointers in kernel memory. The
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Figure 2.7: Slab organization of kernel memory allocations. Information about
allocated and free objects within a slab is contained in a slab descriptor’s internal
list.

kernel does not modify the system call table once it has been created. OSck protects

the system call table through hardware page protection, ensuring that once the

table is initialized the guest operating system may not modify it. Similarly, the

implementations of kernel functions, such as the routines that implement individual

system calls, remain static once the kernel is running. As with the system call table,

OSck freezes read-only hardware page protections on pages containing kernel text,

preventing the guest kernel from modifying their contents.

2.3.2 Slabs for efficient type safety

Efficiently constructing an accurate mapping between kernel memory and data type

is key to both OSck’s integrity guarantees and performance. Most important data

structures in the Linux kernel are allocated via slab allocation, which provides caches,

or specialized per-type allocators [Bon94]. Kernel caches allocate memory from

groups of pages called slabs containing a single type of object. Important kernel

data structures that are dynamically allocated from caches include directory entry

(dentry) structures used by kernel filesystem lookup routines, buffer head struc-

tures that describe on-disk locations of blocks that make up a memory page, and

radix tree node structures that comprise radix trees used to index pages in page

caches.
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OSck can determine the type of memory allocated within each page by de-

termining the type allocated by a kernel cache. The Linux kernel maintains data

structures that allow a given memory address to be associated with metadata about

its containing page. For pages that are part of a slab, the metadata contains a

pointer to the slab descriptor. The slab descriptor (Figure 2.7) specifies the cache

that contains the given slab, alignment information for objects within the slab, and

a list of free objects.

OSck uses this kernel-provided information to perform efficient mapping be-

tween memory and data type. OSck associates each cache with a data type, and

binds every allocated object in the slab to that data type. Objects that are not

allocated or not part of a slab are unbound.

OSck associates individual kernel caches with data types by analyzing kernel

source code during compilation. The addresses of most kernel caches are stored

and accessed through global variables. To allocate an object from a kernel cache, a

cache variable is passed to a generic allocation function, and the resulting untyped

pointer is cast to the desired type. OSck’s analysis of kernel source code detects

these sequences and associates the cache variable with the type that it allocates.

2.3.3 Automatic type-safety checks

OSck automatically generates per-type checks for verifying the type safety of the

kernel heap. For each data type, OSck generates a C function that takes a pointer

to kernel memory as input. For each pointer within the data type, OSck outputs

a call to our pointer-based type safety verifier. For each nested data type, OSck

outputs a call to the function responsible for verifying that data type.

Most kernel type definitions are unambiguous. However, some types include

a C union to pack multiple fields of information within a single region of memory.

Without higher-level information, OSck is unable to disambiguate the different fields

of a union to call the correct verifying function. Instead, OSck considers a union
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correct if at least one of its fields verifies correctly.

2.3.4 Manual integrity checks

Although many rootkits violate kernel control flow in a way that may be detected by

automatically generated type-safety verification, there are many integrity properties

important to kernel operation that cannot be automatically extracted from kernel

code. For instance, the relationship between the bitmap of allocated process ids

and the list of running tasks is unlikely to be extracted from kernel source code.

For these properties, OSck exports an interface for writing verification code that

is convenient for those who understand kernel internals best: kernel developers.

We believe that hand-written code for checking data structures should resemble as

closely as possible code that runs within a kernel thread.

There are two challenges to allowing developers to write natural verifica-

tion code within a user-space program. First, the wide variety of data structures

within the kernel must be made available, without the complication of including

kernel header files in user code. Second, authors of integrity checks should be able

to seamlessly use pointers within kernel data structures, without considering the

translation necessary to reflect the kernel address space within a user process.

As part of its analysis phase, OSck automatically generates a convenient API

for writing kernel integrity checks. OSck collects kernel type definitions and performs

a source to source translation, generating a header file containing type definitions

with memory layouts identical to those in the kernel, without preprocessor and

other complexities common to kernel header files. OSck sanitizes identifiers for safe

usage within C++, and transforms all pointers within data structures to pointer-

like C++ objects. Upon dereferencing, these pointer objects automatically translate

from kernel addresses to addresses in the user-level reflection of the kernel address

space (Figure 2.6). Pointers within the linearly-mapped region of kernel memory

translate directly to the launcher process’ map of guest physical memory. Pointers
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within the vmalloc region translate to the launcher process’ map of the kernel

virtual address space.

We have found OSck’s automatically generated kernel data structure API

useful in practice. Kernel convenience functions and macros, such as for iterating

through kernel lists, may be copied without modification and perform correctly on a

more complex translation of the kernel address space. Nearly all of the verification

code in OSck is written using this API, including the large amount of code dedicated

to caching kernel type information and verifying type-safety for kernel pointers.

2.3.5 Quiescence

To minimize checking overhead, OSck verifies kernel data structure integrity in a

thread that runs concurrently with guest execution. In the common case, when

OSck does not synchronize with the guest kernel, data races are possible. OSck

must manage errors and false positives due to races efficiently and safely. First,

OSck maximizes performance when data structures are not being updated, or in-

consistencies due to races are transient. Second, OSck provides a means for the

hypervisor to synchronize with the guest to check properties that are violated be-

cause of guest activity.

It is possible for the guest OS’s workload to prevent an integrity check from

succeeding. For example, we present an experiment in §2.5.4 where several user pro-

grams are constantly yielding the CPU, making it difficult for the OSck hypervisor

to verify that the red-black tree representation of the run queue contains the same

processes as the list representation. To check this property, the hypervisor must

quiesce the system, which suspends execution of the virtual processors of the guest

OS.

As discussed in §2.2.2, OSck attempts to verify data structures and when it

fails, it quickly re-verifies (to see if the problem was transient and has disappeared).

If the re-verification fails, it enforces quiescence.
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The guest’s virtual processors must be suspended while kernel data structures

are consistent, otherwise it will look to the hypervisor like a transient problem is

persistent. There are locations in the guest where all guest data structures are con-

sistent, and these are potential points at which the hypervisor can suspend virtual

processors. However, it is also important only to select points such that all kernel

threads can reach quiescence. If a guest kernel thread on a suspended virtual pro-

cessor held locks that were necessary for another kernel thread to reach a quiescence

point, then attempting to induce quiescence would instead induce deadlock.

OSck quiesces the kernel at the start of the schedule function. The function is

called frequently, minimizing the response latency of the guest when the hypervisor

requires quiescence. Although some kernel locks may be held when schedule is called,

all such locks are blocking. If another kernel thread attempts to acquire a lock held

by a virtual processor that has quiesced in the schedule function, it will yield the

processor by calling schedule itself. Instead of deadlocking, the processor attempting

to acquire the lock will similarly quiesce.

OSck enforces quiescence in two stages. First, it interrupts the guest kernel

to halt its execution. OSck overwrites the beginning of schedule with a hypercall

after ensuring no guest thread is in the midst of executing the replaced instructions,

and allows the guest to resume. When the guest attempts to call schedule, the

hypercall transfers control to OSck. OSck verifies the entire state of the quiesced

kernel, restores the original instructions in schedule, and resumes execution at the

beginning of the function. The guest the continues as if it had completed a simple

call to schedule.

2.4 Rootkits

We evaluate OSck with several publicly-available Linux rootkits that corrupt the

integrity of a running kernel via a variety of vectors. The source code of many of

these are specific to the 2.4 version of the kernel. We ported existing rootkits to
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Type Name Data structures ex-
ploited

Control
flow-related

ret-to-
sched∗

Return address of sus-
pended kernel thread’s
stack

extable∗ Exception table of the
inserted module

adore-ng% file operations table
of /proc

enyelkm% Kernel text and page
table

dbg-reg Debug registers and the
notifier chain

net3 Protocol handlers and
netfilter filters

proc-hide file operations table
of /proc

Non-control
hideme† Thread list for a pro-

cess id
pidmap-
hide†

Bitmap for PID alloca-
tion

Table 2.1: Summary of rootkits used in our evaluation. Asterisks (*) indicate new classes of
rootkits proposed in this chapter. Percent signs (%) indicate actual rootkit code, ported to
the latest 2.6 kernel. Daggers (†) indicate new implementations of known attack techniques.

work with the latest 2.6 kernel, sometimes specializing them to separate out different

attack vectors.

In addition, we present several kernel exploits that to the best of our knowl-

edge are not currently used by rootkits. These are Linux exploits developed out of

our familiarity with the kernel. While having the source code of Linux was valuable

in writing these exploits, we believe that programmers who work with the APIs of

a closed source operating system like Windows would be able to create similarly

creative exploits. Table 2.1 summarizes the rootkits used in this study.

Return to schedule The ret-to-sched rootkit overwrites the return address on the

stack of every process blocked for I/O. Rather than return to the schedule function,

processes return to the rootkit code, which then returns to schedule. This exploit
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is undetectable by all previous integrity checking systems we are aware of. It does

not modify any kernel data structure reachable from pointers in the kernel heap.

By modifying a single stack location, there is no “collateral damage” (overwrites of

compiler-placed sentinel values) that techniques like StackGuard [CPM+98] rely on

to detect a stack smashing attack.

The ret-to-sched rootkit runs in the context of many processes by rescanning

the I/O queues on each invocation and reinfecting any processes that are blocked.

The attack depends on the rootkit understanding the stack layout of the compiler,

though in the case of Linux there are few compilers besides gcc that can compile a

functioning kernel.

Because ret-to-sched does not create or perceptibly alter the number or state

of running processes, it is not detectable by any system administration utilities.

Listing the system’s active processes will not detect anything out of the ordinary.

OSck detects this attack by ensuring that the return addresses on the stacks of

descheduled processes correspond with valid kernel code regions. Stacks are not

currently checked to determine if they represent a valid call stack, so a sufficiently

advanced attacker could construct a return-oriented program [Sha07a]. However,

OSck could be extended to add this property, by including information on the valid

kernel call graph in its analysis.

extable The extable rootkit uses the kernel’s exception handling mechanism to

subvert control flow. The exception table is a necessary kernel feature that speeds

up the common case of copying data to and from the user. On every page fault,

the Linux page fault handler searches the exception table of the kernel and loaded

modules using the address of the instruction causing the fault as the key. If a match

is found, control is transferred to the value in the exception table. The extable

rootkit inserts an entry that associates a faulting address in the kernel text section

with a fixup address within the module text section (or dynamically allocated kernel
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memory). Any page fault at the specified kernel code address will cause execution

flow to resume at the fixup routine that is specified by the module.

The rootkit corrupts a kernel global variable that is dereferenced in a single

location in kernel code, and is never copied into another data structure. The variable

is dereferenced whenever a workqueue (a Linux mechanism used to defer work in

interrupt handlers) is created. On this common event, the kernel faults, the rookit

executes and finishes by patching up the machine registers to make it appear as if

the dereference succeeded. The pointer remains corrupt, so the rootkit can be called

again.

adore-ng The adore-ng rootkit modifies structures that contain sets of function

pointers used by Linux’s Virtual File System (VFS) layer to accommodate many

different filesystems within one uniform directory hierarchy. adore-ng has a user-

controllable security password, and a lookup of <password>-fullprivs as a filename

within /proc will call adore-ng’s lookup function, giving the task performing the

lookup root privileges. This is used as a method of obtaining root privileges on

subsequent login after an initial intrusion.

The Linux developers have taken steps to make this exploit more difficult.

Beginning in kernel version 2.6.16, data marked const is placed on write-protected

pages, and all data structures containing these function pointers were marked const.

Writes to these structures are no longer possible without modifying permissions in

page tables. However, when used through VFS, the operations are actually refer-

enced via pointers from directory lookup cache entries (dentry). We modified adore-

ng to change the pointers within dentry structures to point to rootkit allocated VFS

function pointer structures with malicious function pointers. This example indi-

cates how difficult it is to defeat rootkits from within the kernel. OSck ensures the

integrity of individual function pointers, and will detect the malicious pointers in

adore-ng.
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enyelkm The enyelkm rootkit hides files and processes by modifying code that

dispatches to the system call table. The system call code is patched to redirect

system calls to modified versions. A new version of getdents conceals directory

entries, such as those in the /proc filesystem used to enumerate running processes.

In addition, enyelkm modifies the read system call to not return portions from files

that are contained within specially delimited sections. As a result, enyelkm can

survive reboot by allowing an adversary to modify startup configuration files in a

way such that the enyelkm module loads on boot, while the configuration file changes

will then be subsequently invisible due to the modified read system call. Detectors

that examine the system call table contents themselves will not detect this rootkit.

In order to be able to modify the system call dispatch code on recent version

of Linux, we modified enyelkm to change the page table permissions for the system

call code region. OSck detects this modification and flags it for violating the integrity

of the system call table.

dbg-reg The dbg-reg rootkit is a specialized version of the mood nt rootkit that

uses x86 debugging registers and breakpoint notifiers to alter kernel control flow.

The x86 has four debug registers that can hold addresses which, when ex-

ecuted, cause breakpoint exceptions. Linux handles breakpoint exceptions using

a chain of callbacks, named notifiers. On a breakpoint exception, the notifiers on

the chain are called one by one until the end of the chain is reached, or one of the

callbacks returns a special return code.

dbg-reg registers a notifier and puts the address of the call instruction that

dispatches function pointers from the system call table into a debug register. The

rootkit dispatches from a modified system call table that contains pointers to mali-

cious functions. The control register (DR7) has a protection bit which helps disguise

the rootkit. When the general detect enable bit is set, any attempt to read or write

the debug registers causes a debug exception, which transfers control to the dbg-reg
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handler. In this case, the handler emulates the read or write and returns a code

preventing other handlers from running. Code that reads or writes the registers

believes it has succeeded. OSck defeats this rootkit by not allowing the guest OS to

set debug registers with kernel addresses. In a production setting where security is

paramount, debugging support for the kernel is not necessary.

net3 The net3 rootkit implements an attack [Rut04] where protocol handlers and

netfilter filters take arbitrary action upon receiving network traffic (specifically,

ICMP traffic). The rootkit netfilters pass the ICMP traffic, but can be configured to

drop incoming or outgoing traffic that matches arbitrary criteria. Dropping incom-

ing traffic can disguise input used to signal the rootkit. Dropping outgoing traffic

can disrupt a component of a distributed application executing on the machine.

This rootkit can be stopped by ensuring that functions called by protocol

handlers and netfilter filters are in legitimate address regions—either within kernel

text or within the text of a set of allowed modules. OSck is notified when the kernel

loads modules, so it verifies that the netfilters function pointers are legitimate.

Non-control flow based rootkits The hideme and pidmap-hide rootkits directly

manipulate the relationship among kernel data structures instead of altering control

flow. Both rootkits hide a process from the /proc directory. When the user lists

the contents of the /proc directory, the kernel enumerates all processes, creating a

directory for each PID. hideme removes the target process from the pid hash, hiding

it from the PID enumeration.

Because PID use is sparse, the kernel first checks the pid hash table when

enumerating PIDs, and then uses the pidmap bitmap to find the next in-use PID.

pidmap-hide clears the bit in pidmap that corresponds to the target process. However,

the kernel looks in pid hash first without looking at pidmap. To hide PID p, the rootkit

must prevent any running process from having PID p− 1, which it does by running

several processes in quick succession to get two with adjacent PIDs. The cleared bit
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Rootkit OSck action
Detection
time (s)

ret-to-sched Detected 0.51
extable Detected 0.51
adore-ng Detected 0.50
enyelkm-1.3 Prevented -
dbg-reg Prevented -
net3 (protocol handler) Detected 0.44
net3 (netfilter filter) Detected 0.48
proc-hide Detected 0.46
hideme Detected 0.56
pidmap-hide Detected 0.74

Table 2.2: Rootkits detected by OSck

in pidmap will be detected and corrected by the kernel when PID allocation overflows.

The rootkit delays PID overflow by setting the last allocated PID to p+ 1 where p

is the PID for the process hidden by the rootkit.

2.5 Evaluation

In this section we measure the performance and detection capability of our OSck

prototype implemented in the KVM hypervisor. All experiments were performed on

a Intel 2.80GHz Core i7 860 CPU, with 8GB memory and running the 64-bit Linux

2.6.32 kernel. We ran virtualized guests with 2GB memory and in 1- and 4-core

configurations.

2.5.1 Rootkit detection

Table 2.2 shows the set of rootkits we created or ported and the average time OSck

takes to detect them. Rootkits listed as “Detected” were detected by OSck’s periodic

integrity checks. Rootkits listed as “Prevented” were prevented from modifying the

kernel by OSck’s restriction of guest privilege. We ran each rootkit a minimum of

5 times to make sure OSck detected it each time, and report the average detection

latency for those detected by integrity checks. Our experiments show that OSck

detects rootkits reliably and promptly. We observed no false positives: every non-
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Integrity check LOC Rootkits
Guest privilege enyelkm, dbg-reg
restriction
Heap type-safety 504 adore-ng, proc-hide
ck extable 64 extable
ck net filter 74 net3
ck prot handlers 64 net3
ck proc namespace 99 hideme, pidmap-hide
ck stacks 40 ret-to-sched

Table 2.3: Kernel integrity checks implemented by OSck. Lines of code for each check are
reported as calculated by SLOCCount [Whe01].

rootkit benchmark run with OSck did not report a rootkit.

Table 2.3 lists OSck’s integrity checks. Heap type-safety requires about 500

lines of code, but all other checkers were less than 100 lines. The largest checker,

ck proc namespace, verifies two independent properties of the /proc filesystem, and

detects two rootkits. In general, integrity violations caused by a wide class of kernel

rootkits are defeated with very small checking functions.

2.5.2 Performance of OSck integrity checks

To illustrate the low overhead of OSck’s integrity checks, we measured the time

necessary to complete an iteration of the full set of checking code, including verifying

type-safety for much of the kernel heap (Table 2.4). The amount of time to check

the integrity of kernel data structures varies by the number of data structures a

given benchmark creates on the heap. Our kernel compile benchmark requires on

average 126ms to complete a complete iteration of OSck’s checking code. RAB,

which can create 10 times as many objects as an idle system, requires an average of

110ms over the entire benchmark. We report the average and maximum times for

any iteration of OSck’s checks to describe the range of the latency.

For a given checking latency, a user can set the checking interval to achieve

a particular performance level. For example, if OSck checks take about 50ms, then

running them every 5s will slow down the workload by 1%. Rootkit detection on
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Benchmark Avg. check time (ms) Max. check time (ms)
SPEC INT 76 123
SPEC FP 43 109
RAB 109 316
Kernel compile 126 324

Table 2.4: Execution times for a single iterations of OSck’s complete integrity checks for
each single core benchmark.

Single core
host guest OSck
SPEC 2006

INT 1.00 1.03 1.05 (2%)
FP 1.00 1.03 1.03 (0%)

PARSEC
raytrace 13.2 13.4 13.5 (1%)
swaptions 11.5 11.5 11.5 (0%)
x264 2.76 2.87 2.87 (0%)

RAB
mkdir 5.62 5.87 5.98 (2%)
copy 17.68 44.07 45.15 (2%)
du 0.29 0.39 0.40 (3%)
grep/sum 2.51 1.89 1.86 (-2%)

Kernel compile
2.6.32.9 515 471 473 (0%)

Multiple core
host guest OSck
PARSEC

raytrace 7.87 8.05 8.17 (2%)
swaptions 3.43 4.24 4.11 (-3%)
x264 0.97 1.20 1.17 (-3%)

Kernel compile
2.6.32.9 145 179 189 (6%)

Table 2.5: Benchmark execution time (slowdown of OSck checks over guest execution in
parentheses). SPEC reports the weighted geometric mean of slowdown, the remainder report
seconds.

the order of seconds is the goal of OSck. If a multiprocessor host has a free CPU,

OSck checks can mostly be overlapped with guest computation. Quiescence is rare

in our benchmarks, so its latency can be safely ignored.
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2.5.3 Benchmarks

Table 2.5 compares the execution time of several benchmarks on the host machine,

executing within the KVM hypervisor, and executing on KVM with OSck integrity

checks run every 0.5 seconds. All results are the average of 5 runs.

We first describe the slowdown for several compute-intensive workloads. For

SPEC 2006 [Hen06b], we report the weighted geometric mean for the slowdown of

integer and floating point workloads. The results show that OSck has less than a

2% or lower performance overhead over KVM at this checking interval.

We ran a subset of the PARSEC [Bie11] benchmark suite to verify that OSck

continues to minimally impact performance in a multicore setting. We report the

average of 5 runs for three different applications: a ray-tracer, a securities market

simulator, and an H.264 encoder. We used a four core VM for this benchmark.

OSck exhibited a maximum of 2% overhead in any one application.

As an I/O bound benchmark, we ran the reimplemented andrew benchmark

(RAB [PHR+09]), a scalable version of the Andrew benchmark [HKM+88] that uses

several phases to stress the file system. In our configuration RAB initially creates

100 files of 1024B each and measures the time for the following four operations:

(1) creation of 20,000 directories, (2) copying each of the 100 initial files to 500

directories, (3) executing the du command to calculate disk usage, and (4) searching

for a short string and checksumming all the files. Our experiments show that OSck

imposes a maximum overhead of 3% compared to the guest OS running in the

unmodified KVM. This workload has over an order of magnitude more kernel objects

than the other workloads.

Finally, we report the performance of a kernel compile, a workload that

balances I/O and CPU demands. In the single core case, execution time does not

change compared with unmodified KVM, and for four cores, the overhead is 6%.
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Num procs Failed checks
5 14%
10 19%
50 23%

Table 2.6: Percent of OSck’s runqueue integrity checks that fail for different numbers of
user processes that do nothing but yield the processor.

2.5.4 OSck and concurrency

A key goal for OSck is behaving correctly in the face of concurrency. Previous

systems have assumed that any false positives when monitoring the kernel heap

due to data races would be transient. However, we present a user-level benchmark

that consistently violates an integrity property due to concurrency. One technique

for hiding malicious processes is to create inconsistency between structures used

for scheduling processes and those used for listing processes. We run an integrity

checker that compares the list and red-black tree representations of the scheduler

run queue, as several user-level programs continuously yield the CPU. This creates

a steady stream of updates to the kernel’s run queue data structures. Because OSck

checks the integrity of these data structures while they are being modified, it can

see an inconsistent view. Table 2.6 shows that as the number of user programs

increases, the likelihood that OSck will observe inconsistency rises. Many previous

integrity checking systems simply re-verify a failed check a fixed number of times

(e.g., 3), and this data shows that such a strategy is not sufficient. Even with 5

processes, 14% of checks find an inconsistent view making a false positive from 3

consecutive inconsistent views an eventual certainty.

OSck only quiesces if two consecutive checks fail, so a mechanism to deal with

repeated failures is necessary in practice, though rare enough that a heavy-weight

mechanism is acceptable. There were no false positives—all checks passed after

quiescence in this concurrency stress-test. We found no occurrences of quiescence

in our other non-rootkit benchmarks.
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2.6 Summary

OSck is a virtual machine based system that detects rootkits by determining vio-

lations to operating system invariants. OSck introduces new mechanisms for bulk

verification of types, and consistent data structure views to provide practical and

efficient detection. Our deployment of OSck can efficiently detect many kinds of

rootkits including two new classes that cannot be handled by any previous rootkit

detection system.
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Chapter 3

InkTag: Secure applications on an un-

trusted OS

Operating systems are an Achilles heel in the security architecture of modern com-

puting systems. The operating system is the root of trust, so compromising the

OS compromises every program on the system. On discretionary access control op-

erating systems like Linux and Windows, controlling any process running as root

(Administrator) is a kernel compromise because the root user can load code and

data into the kernel’s address space. If an application could remain safe even if

the operating system were compromised, then operating system exploits would no

longer have the security emergency status that they have today.

This chapter introduces InkTag, a system in which trustworthy programs can

efficiently verify an untrusted, commodity operating system’s behavior,

with a small degree of assistance from a trusted hypervisor. OS implementations are

complex. However, verifying OS behavior is possible without reimplementing OS

subsystems in the hypervisor because OS services often have simple specifications.

OS complexity comes from supporting these simple services simultaneously for many

different processes. Global behavior and resource management is much more com-

plicated than the specification for an individual process. For instance, swapping
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and copy-on-write heuristics in Linux require many thousands of lines of code, but

auditing an application’s page tables and checksumming the page contents requires

only a few hundred. Verifying that the OS correctly provides system services allows

InkTag to avoid reasoning about the operating system’s implementation of these

services.

Though feasible, efficiently and safely verifying OS behavior remains a sig-

nificant challenge. The InkTag hypervisor must implement deep introspection into

architecture-level primitives, such as page tables, to isolate trusted applications from

an untrusted operating system. The range of “normal” operating system behavior

is large, making recognition of malicious behavior a challenge. While verifying OS

behavior is hard, doing it efficiently is even harder. Modern virtualization hardware

improves performance by relieving hypervisor software from having to process many

common operations. Unfortunately, it is often those exact operations, such as page

table updates, that are crucial for verifying OS behavior.

InkTag introduces paraverification, which enables verification of OS behav-

ior with limited hypervisor complexity. Most previous systems have attempted to

verify unmodified operating systems. InkTag requires the untrusted OS to provide

information and resources to both the hypervisor and application that allow them

to efficiently verify the operating system’s actions. Similar to the way paravirtu-

alization forces an OS to make virtualization more efficient, paraverification forces

the OS to make verification more efficient. Prior work on untrusted operating sys-

tems [CGL+08a] has focused on simply isolating trusted code and data from the

OS, with minimal support for securely using OS features. InkTag addresses impor-

tant issues in the completeness and usability of untrusted operating systems, such

as providing users of an untrusted OS with flexible access control and crash consis-

tency for file data and security-critical metadata. InkTag advances the design and

implementation of OS verification in the following ways:
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1. InkTag introduces paraverification, in which an untrusted operating system

is required to perform extra computation to make verifying its own behavior

easier.

2. InkTag is the first system to provide users of an untrusted OS with flexible ac-

cess control that allows applications to define access control policies for their

own secure files (files with privacy and integrity managed by InkTag). Ac-

cess control is vital for sharing data between processes with different levels of

privilege. Our prototype applies flexible access control to a multi-user wiki ap-

plication, providing hypervisor-enforced privacy, integrity, and access control

for wiki code and data.

3. InkTag is the first system to provide crash consistency between security-critical

metadata managed by the hypervisor and data managed by the untrusted OS.

4. InkTag directly addresses Iago attacks [CS12], a new class of attacks against

systems providing trusted applications in untrusted operating systems that

manipulates the return values of system calls to cause a trusted application to

harm itself.

Section 3.1 gives an overview of InkTag, while Section 3.2 explains InkTag’s high-

level design. Section 3.3 introduces paraverification. Section 3.4 describes access

control in InkTag, followed by our design for storage (§3.5), implementation (§3.6)

and evaluation (§3.7).

3.1 Overview

InkTag is a hypervisor-based system that protects trusted applications from an un-

trusted OS, allowing trusted applications to securely use untrusted OS services.

The hypervisor protects application code, data, and control flow from the OS, al-

lowing applications to execute in isolation. Mutually trusting secure applications

can securely and privately share data without interference from the OS or other ap-

plications. Each secure application coordinates directly with the InkTag hypervisor
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Figure 3.1: InkTag design overview. In InkTag high-assurance processes (haps) make hypercalls
to the virtual machine hypervisor to verify the runtime behavior of the operating system. The
hypervisor is trusted.

via hypercalls to detect OS misbehavior.

Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the InkTag architecture. Trusted application

code executes in a high-assurance process, or HAP, which is isolated from the

OS. Nearly all application-level changes are contained in a small, 2000-line library

(libinktag) the use of which is largely encapsulated in the standard C library. InkTag

extends a standard hypervisor to monitor the untrusted OS using paravirtualized

device drivers and virtualization hardware. InkTag defines new hypercalls for haps

to verify OS behavior.

InkTag shares its basic threat model and security guarantees with previous

work where a trusted hypervisor verifies an untrusted operating system’s actions;

such as SP3 [YS08], and especially Overshadow [CGL+08a]. We first discuss issues

generic to all approaches, then starting with Section 3.1.4 discuss issues specific to

InkTag.

3.1.1 Threat Model

InkTag assumes that the OS is completely untrusted and can behave in arbitrarily

malicious ways. Applications running on the OS have both an untrusted context

maintained by the OS used for requesting OS services and a trusted context used for

executing code that must be isolated from the OS. The developer trusts the InkTag

hypervisor and the trusted execution context of the application, which is isolated
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from the OS by the hypervisor.

InkTag does not address application-level bugs, and will not stop an appli-

cation that deliberately divulges secret data (e.g., by putting it in the arguments of

a system call that the OS handles).

InkTag cannot guarantee untrusted OS availability, but can detect this class

of misbehavior. Trivially, a malicious OS could simply shut down every time it

was started, though the InkTag hypervisor will detect such misbehavior. More

subtle availability attacks are possible, such as deleting volatile data, which will be

detected in a timely manner, but may result in the loss of data between misbehavior

and detection.

3.1.2 Size of trusted computing base (TCB)

The operating system consists of millions of lines of code, so its elimination from

the trusted computing base would seem to increase security. However, the KVM

hypervisor and other full-featured hypervisors include an entire OS. Eliminating

trust in the guest instance of Linux may be of little security value if the hypervisor

contains its own instance.

However, for a cloud environment in which the OS is already virtualized,

eliminating trust in the guest operating system still represents a drastic reduction

in TCB size. For a single-client desktop environment, much simpler hypervisors

exist that do not require an entire management OS [VCJ+13]. We choose KVM for

our prototype out of convenience, and believe that InkTag would be easily ported

to a variety of hypervisors.

Additionally, for both small and large hypervisors, the interface between the

untrusted guest OS and the hypervisor is a hardware interface that is far simpler

and easier to make secure than the hundreds of semantically complex system calls

exported by a general-purpose operating system. For example, from 2010 to 2012,

a search of the National Vulnerability Database [NIS12] returns 12 exploits for Xen
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and 16 exploits for KVM that have an impact worse than denial of service. By

contrast, there are 53 such vulnerabilities published for the Linux kernel in 2012, of

which only 7 are driver vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities spanned many different

core kernel services such as memory management, file systems, network protocol

implementations, and syscalls. The situation is not much better for Windows 7:

in 2012, there were 9 privilege escalation and 31 remote code execution bulletins

listed [ms-12].

3.1.3 Security guarantees

Here we summarize the security guarantees provided to an InkTag application. The

InkTag hypervisor ensures that a hap’s process context (registers) and address space

are isolated from the the operating system. Then, InkTag ensures that a hap can use

a subset of services provided by the untrusted OS to interact with secure files (files

with privacy and integrity managed by InkTag through encryption and hashing),

and verify that those services are provided correctly. InkTag shares these basic

security guarantees, as well as implementation techniques, with previous work such

as Overshadow.

In addition to the majority of hap code that executes in a trusted context,

each hap also contains a small amount of untrusted trampoline code that inter-

acts with the operating system (this is similar to Overshadow’s uncloaked shim).

The InkTag hypervisor switches control between secure hap code and the untrusted

trampoline, while the untrusted operating system schedules among the untrusted

trampoline and other contexts. This allows the InkTag hypervisor to control tran-

sitions into and out of a secure context and ensure control flow integrity. Then, the

InkTag hypervisor encrypts and hashes hap pages to ensure privacy and integrity

for the hap’s address space: this is analogous to Overshadow’s multi-shadowing

technique.
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Control flow integrity As with traditional applications, a hap running in InkTag

may be interrupted at any time by the operating system. InkTag must not allow

the operating system to read or modify the application’s processor registers. Doing

so could leak private data, or allow the operating system to modify the application’s

control flow or data by changing the instruction pointer, condition flags, or a register

value. The InkTag hypervisor interposes on every context switch between a secure

HAP and the operating system. On context switches, the hypervisor saves processor

registers, and overwrites their values before switching to the OS.

Address space integrity In addition to application registers, the InkTag hyper-

visor must ensure privacy and integrity for code and data in a hap’s address space.

When an untrusted operating system attempts to read application memory, InkTag

hashes and encrypts memory, ensuring that the untrusted operating system cannot

read application secrets. When the hap accesses the memory again, the InkTag

hypervisor decrypts it and verifies the hash, to ensure that the memory was not

modified by the operating system.

The position and order of pages in an application’s virtual address space is

also an important integrity property. InkTag ensures that every page of memory is

mapped at the virtual address requested by the application, either via information

about the hap’s initial state contained in the ELF binary, or via a request to a

memory mapping system call such as brk() or mmap(). The problem of synchronizing

the mapping information between application and hypervisor motivates our primary

contribution, paraverification, described in detail in Section 3.3.

File I/O To perform useful work, a hap isolated from an untrusted operating

system must still be able to use a subset of OS services. The InkTag hypervisor

must ensure that the application can still rely on those services even when running

on a malicious OS.

Most importantly, InkTag provides haps with the ability to securely inter-
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act with files despite the fact that they are read from and written to disk by the

untrusted operating system, by guaranteeing integrity for file memory mappings.

InkTag applications primarily identify files through a 64-bit object identifier, or

OID. Most file operations are expressed as operations on OIDs, even though real

applications generally expect to use string filenames: mapping string filenames to

OIDs is a contribution of InkTag, as discussed later in this section. When an appli-

cation maps an OID into memory (through a call to mmap) and receives an address

for the new mapping, InkTag ensures that later references to that address will access

the desired file. Privacy and integrity for file data are ensured via InkTag’s guar-

antee of address space privacy and integrity, by hashing and encrypting in-memory

file data in response to accesses by the untrusted operating system. To handle file

I/O via read() and write() system calls, our application-level library translates these

calls into operations on memory-mapped files.

Process control haps may also create new processes through calls to fork() and

execute binaries in these processes with exec(). The InkTag hypervisor ensures that

the untrusted operating system executes these operations correctly. In the case of

fork(), InkTag ensures that the new hap is a clone of its parent. For exec(), InkTag

ensures that the new hap, specified by the identifier of the binary file passed to

exec() is loaded into memory correctly (i.e., each section in the binary is loaded

unmodified into the correct virtual address), based on the information specified by

the ELF binary.

Other OS services Because InkTag guarantees control flow and data integrity

for haps, a hap may safely invoke system calls not explicitly secured by InkTag.

However, it must consider the results of those system calls as it considers any data

provided by an untrusted source. For example, InkTag does not manage network

I/O, however it is possible for applications to safely communicate over the network

via mechanisms such as transport layer security (TLS [DR08]), that enable secure
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communication over an untrusted channel.

3.1.4 InkTag contributions

InkTag advances work on untrusted operating systems along two axes: the under-

lying architecture for isolating processes from the operating system, and the set of

core OS services that applications may use securely.

Paraverification Isolating an application’s address space from an untrusted op-

erating system is a daunting task. Whereas previous work has used unmodified

OS kernels, InkTag employs paraverification, a technique similar to paravirtualiza-

tion in which the untrusted kernel is required to send to the hypervisor information

about updates to process state, that the hypervisor then checks for correctness.

Paraverification simplifies the design of the InkTag hypervisor by allowing it to di-

rectly use high-level information from the kernel, rather than having to deduce that

information from low-level updates such as changes to bits on process page tables.

Hardware virtualization The utility of virtualization has prompted the rapid

introduction of hardware support for virtualizing processor state, as well as hard-

ware support for virtualizing memory management. Eliminating software from these

performance-critical processing paths is a clear advantage, but systems like InkTag

require validation of OS updates to hap page tables. InkTag minimizes the per-

formance impact of validation via a combination of the efficiency afforded by par-

averification and a two-level approach to protection. InkTag uses hardware MMU

virtualization for coarse-grained separation between secure and insecure data. It

uses software only when needed, to manage the userspace portions of hap page

tables.

Access control and naming The InkTag hypervisor allows haps to specify ac-

cess control policies on secure files, with privacy and integrity managed by InkTag

through encryption and hashing. InkTag’s access control mechanism is described
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in detail in Section 3.4. Although InkTag applications identify files via an integer

OID, most applications and users expect to reference files through a string name.

InkTag allows applications to map from string names to OIDs, while maintaining

important integrity properties (such as the trusted nature of the /etc directory).

Consistency To protect the integrity of file contents, InkTag, like similar systems,

must maintain additional metadata in the form of hashes of file data pages. InkTag

is the first such system to provide crash consistency between file metadata and

data. Consistency is vital in this setting: without consistent data and metadata,

the InkTag hypervisor cannot protect file integrity. An application must either

discard the inconsistent data or accept the possibility of tampering by an untrusted

OS.

3.1.5 API

haps communicate with the InkTag hypervisor primarily by making hypercalls. Ink-

Tag maintains the simplicity of the hypervisor interface by adding only 14 hypervisor

calls. Table 3.1 summarizes InkTag’s hypercall interface. It refers to several con-

cepts that will be introduced shortly, but what is clear is that the number of calls

is limited and their function is mostly intuitive.

In addition to invoking operations through hypercalls, the InkTag hypervi-

sor shares two data structures with the guest kernel and haps. First, an InkTag

application must describe the layout of its virtual address space. A hap enters each

of its memory mappings into an array of descriptors in its virtual address space,

specifying the base address of the array as part of the INIT hypercall. Second, the

untrusted kernel sends information about updates to process state to the InkTag

hypervisor. These updates are communicated through a shared queue, similar to

existing paravirtual interfaces.
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Hypercall Arguments Description

Process control

INIT control addr Starts a new hap. The hap passes to the hypervi-
sor the address of a control structure, which spec-
ifies which binary the hap was loaded from, and
the base address of the hap’s list of virtual mem-
ory mappings.

EXEC new hap OID Start a hap, ensuring that it is loaded from the
binary identified by OID.

CLONE Create a new hap that is a duplicate of the current
state of the calling hap.

SWITCH TO HAP hap id Invoked by untrusted trampoline code to switch
context back into a hap.

SYSCALL new PC On any hypercall, a hap may request a switch out
of secure execution to invoke a system call by spec-
ifying a program counter value for a service routine
in untrusted code. SYSCALL is used when invoking
a system call is the only desired behavior.

Memory management

UNMAP memory range Ensure that S-pages within the specified virtual
address range are unmapped.

REMAP old range, new range Move any S-page mappings from old range to
new range.

Files and access control

ACCESS OID Check if the current hap has access to OID.

CREATE OID, namespace Create a new file within the given namespace.

SET LENGTH OID Set the length of a file for which the hap has write
permission.

OID ACL OID, acl Set the ACL on a file.

ADD DROP add attr, drop attr Add and/or drop attributes from a hap’s list of
attributes.

Paraverification

MMU REGISTER queue addr Invoked by the untrusted kernel to specify a loca-
tion in memory that contains a queue of updates to
hap address spaces (such as page table updates).

MMU FLUSH Invoked by the untrusted kernel to notify the Ink-
Tag hypervisor that the queue is full, and must be
processed.

Table 3.1: The hypercall interface to the InkTag hypervisor
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3.2 Address space management

Address space management is the foundation for InkTag’s security guarantees. We

discuss S-pages, InkTag’s abstraction for secure address spaces, and how InkTag

uses hardware memory management virtualization features in modern virtualization

hardware.

3.2.1 Objects and secure pages

InkTag’s basic file abstraction is an object. All files, including binary executables, are

represented by an InkTag object. Objects are identified by a 64-bit object identifier

(OID). Section 3.4.4 discusses translating between human-readable names and OIDs,

however OIDs are the main abstraction used by the InkTag hypervisor. We use the

term OID interchangeably with object.

Objects are comprised of secure pages (S-pages), which are the basic mech-

anism by which InkTag enforces address space privacy, address space integrity, and

access control policy for files. S-pages consist of a block of data (4 KB for most

pages on x86 processors) in memory or on disk, with additional metadata. S-pages

include a hash of the data contained with the page, as well as information about

which resource the page describes, in the form of a 〈OID , offset〉 pair. An object

identifies a set of pages that share a single OID, and may refer to a file on disk or a

private memory region created dynamically by an application (e.g., an anonymous

mmap).

The InkTag hypervisor encrypts S-pages to ensure privacy, and hashes them

to ensure integrity. When a hap accesses an S-page for which it has read permission,

the InkTag hypervisor transparently decrypts the page, providing the hap access to

cleartext. If an S-page is accessed by the operating system, a regular application,

or a hap without read permission, the InkTag hypervisor detects the access and

re-encrypts the page. Even if a malicious operating system reads the data within an
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S-page, InkTag guarantees privacy because the OS can read only encrypted data.

Similarly, only the hypervisor can update the hash associated with an S-page.

When the hypervisor encrypts a page that has been modified by a hap since its last

encryption, the hypervisor also hashes the page. If the OS modifies the data in

the S-page, the InkTag hypervisor will detect the modification, because hashing the

modified data will not match the recorded hash.

The untrusted OS views S-pages as standard data pages, and remains respon-

sible for placing S-pages in memory and on disk. The additional metadata attached

to S-pages is transparent to the guest OS: the InkTag hypervisor updates and tracks

S-page metadata as the operating system or application moves or transforms the

data such as by mapping a file in memory or by writing a page to the virtual disk.

Each hapmust provide a description of its address space to the InkTag hyper-

visor, in the form of a list of memory mappings [〈address range ,OID , offset〉, . . .],

each of which defines a sequence of S-pages. With a description of the address

space, the hypervisor may then validate individual page table updates requested by

the untrusted OS. For example, suppose the OS attempts to map virtual address

V to physical frame P in a hap’s page tables. The hypervisor examines the hap’s

memory map for a range that includes V . If one exists, the hypervisor then ver-

ifies that the hap has access to the specified OID. Finally, the hypervisor checks

that frame P actually contains the correct S-page, by checking P ’s hash against

the stored metadata. If all of these checks succeed, the hypervisor now considers P

to be a physical frame containing an S-page, and the hap has a valid mapping of

address V to P . Thus, when the hap attempts to access the S-page, InkTag will

decrypt its contents and provide the hap with cleartext access.

3.2.2 Nested paging

The InkTag hypervisor is designed to run on modern processors that support hard-

ware assistance for virtualization. Such processors are designed to simplify the
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task of writing hypervisor software by automatically creating a self-contained en-

vironment for the guest OS, without requiring manual intervention by hypervisor

software.

One of the primary tasks of any hypervisor (including InkTag), is virtual-

izing memory management. The hypervisor must ensure that the guest operating

system has access only to those pages of memory that represent its virtualized phys-

ical address space. For early x86 hypervisors, this required intercepting page table

updates made by the guest OS, transforming guest-physical addresses (physical ad-

dresses from the point of the virtualized guest) into host-physical addresses (actual

physical addresses of the frames of memory that constitute the guest’s virtualized

physical memory), and installing modified page tables for the guest OS with the

transformed mappings.

Hardware MMU virtualization As might be expected, virtualizing memory

in this manner adversely affects both hypervisor complexity and hypervisor perfor-

mance. In response, more recent x86 processors have supported nested paging. With

nested paging, guest memory accesses are translated through two separate page ta-

bles. First, guest-virtual addresses are translated into guest-physical addresses by

traditional page tables managed entirely by the guest OS. Then, guest-physical

addresses are translated into host-physical addresses by the extended page table

(EPT)1. The EPT is managed by the hypervisor, but does not need to be updated

in response to changes to guest page tables, as it only maps between guest-physical

and host-physical address spaces. Meanwhile, the guest OS is free to perform arbi-

trary modifications to its own page tables, as all accesses will be restricted by EPTs

to memory explicitly approved by the hypervisor.

Nested paging is a significant step forward for hypervisors. However, as dis-

cussed in section 3.2.1, the InkTag hypervisor’s primary means of enforcing privacy,

1EPT is the terminology used for nested paging on Intel processors. Although InkTag was
designed for Intel processors, we believe the design to be equally applicable to AMD processors.
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Figure 3.2: Address space protection using both EPT and management of hap page tables. The
InkTag hypervisor uses two EPTs to divide access between physical frames containing cleartext
S-pages, and those containing untrusted data or encrypted S-pages. Then, it manages hap page
tables to restrict access within the set of secure frames.

integrity, and access control is through detailed management of OS page table up-

dates. A key goal for designing the InkTag hypervisor is to retain the necessary

control over guest OS page table updates, while still being able to harness the per-

formance benefits of modern virtualization hardware.

Nested isolation InkTag takes advantage of hardware MMU virtualization by

using a combination of hardware EPT support and management of individual OS

page table updates. Rather than use a single EPT for all of guest execution, the

InkTag hypervisor uses two separate EPT trees. The trusted EPT is installed dur-

ing isolated hap execution, while the untrusted EPT is used during execution of

the operating system and other applications (Figure 3.2). The contents of both
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EPTs are entirely managed by the hypervisor, and are therefore trustworthy. The

trusted/untrusted label refers to the contents of the physical frames they map. The

trusted EPT primarily maps physical frames that contain cleartext S-pages, while

the untrusted EPT maps all other frames, including encrypted S-pages, data be-

longing to the OS, and untrusted applications.

Using separate EPTs for trusted and untrusted contexts allows InkTag to

coarsely control access to secure pages. Physical frames holding cleartext S-pages

are not mapped in the untrusted EPT If the OS or an untrusted application accesses

a cleartext S-page frame, the access causes a fault that is handled by the hypervisor.

InkTag hashes the contents of the frame, encrypts the frame’s contents, maps it in

the untrusted EPT, and unmaps it from the trusted EPT. If the trusted hap accesses

the frame again, the hypervisor decrypts the frame, verifies the contents against the

hash, maps it in the trusted EPT, and unmaps it from the untrusted EPT.

In addition to the coarse access control provided by EPTs, InkTag must

subdivide access to physical frames among executing haps. When executing in

trusted mode, every hap can potentially access any physical frame holding a cleart-

ext S-page. However, not every hap should have access to all S-pages. The InkTag

hypervisor restricts access for an individual hap to a subset of physical frames by

managing OS page table updates for the hap address space. Importantly, the Ink-

Tag hypervisor is only required to manage hap page tables, and only for the part

of the address space accessible in user mode (the lower half of the address space in

the x86-64 architecture). All other page tables (including the kernel address space

for haps) can be managed by the OS without hypervisor intervention.

By combining the access control for physical frames provided by EPT with

management of guest page tables only when necessary, InkTag isolates haps from

an untrusted operating system while still taking advantage of modern virtualization

hardware.
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3.3 Paraverification

The task of managing S-pages requires that the InkTag hypervisor have deep visibil-

ity into low-level OS operations, such as updating page tables. This kind of detailed

introspection introduces complexity into the hypervisor that can impede efforts to

reason about its correctness. In addition, interposing on low-level operations harms

performance with needless traps into the hypervisor.

Previous systems have attempted to remove trust from the operating system

in a way that is largely transparent to both the application and operating system.

This section highlights the significant challenges to application security and system

performance presented by this approach.

3.3.1 Verification challenges

InkTag creates a secure address space for haps by managing only the user mode

portions of hap page tables, as described in Section 3.2.2. Here we explain all

the steps necessary for the InkTag hypervisor to detect and interpret a page table

update. InkTag must intercept low-level page table updates (“Set page table entry

at address A to x.”), determine their high-level effects (“Map physical frame P at

virtual address V .”), and compare those effects against the address space specified

by an application (“The application wants to map the S-page S at address V , do the

contents of the physical frame have the same hash as S?”).

Interpreting low-level updates Consider the task of placing a memory mapping

into an application’s page tables. The InkTag hypervisor can protect page table

memory so the OS faults into the hypervisor when it attempts to write the page

table. However, in order to determine the OS’s intent, the hypervisor must then

unprotect page table memory, wait for the OS to update the page table, and then

retroactively determine what state changed by examining a significant amount of

context information, such as saved backups of previous page table state and the role
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Figure 3.3: Two kernels mapping the address space of process that share a file. Both are non-
malicious, but kernel B confounds efficient verification efforts by sharing page tables between pro-
cesses.

of the modified page in the application’s page tables.

To efficiently interpret low-level page table updates, InkTag maintains state

that allows it to determine high-level effects without reconstructing the entire ad-

dress space on each update. For example, InkTag remembers which physical frames

are used in application page tables, their position in the page table hierarchy, and

the range of virtual addresses that they might map. Then, when the kernel sets a

single entry at the leaf of the page table tree, InkTag can determine which virtual

address is affected without tracing the page table from its root.

Maintaining state to efficiently verify page table updates requires InkTag to

make basic assumptions about the structure of page tables. Recording the address

mapped by each page of a page table requires that page tables are arranged in trees,

and that separate page tables do not share any pages. A significant challenge for

InkTag is that it is possible for an operating system to violate these assumptions,

while still correctly managing an application’s address space.

Figure 3.3 shows two applications that both map the same 2MB region of

the same file, with both mappings aligned on a 2MB boundary (2MB is the range of

virtual addresses mapped by a single leaf of a page table in the x86-64 architecture,

which maps 512 4KB pages). An operating system could share a page between the

page tables of both applications, while still correctly mapping each application’s

address space.
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Even with an operating system that is both non-malicious and respects as-

sumptions about page table structure, it is possible for the order in which the

hypervisor receives updates to create the appearance of malicious or non-standard

behavior. The technique of trapping writes to page tables, allowing the OS to make

updates, then later examining the (potentially multiple) modified entries means that

the hypervisor may not perceive updates in the same order as they were performed

by the guest OS. Suppose the OS deallocates a page of file data, and then reuses

that page as a page table for a different process. In this order, these updates may

be benign. In the other order, it appears that the OS is allowing one application

access to another’s page tables, a likely violation of address space integrity.

Determining application intent Once a low-level page table update has been

interpreted as an operation on a hap’s virtual address space, InkTag must determine

if the mapping installed by the operating system is consistent with the application’s

operations on its address space. The application itself tracks the expected layout

of its address space by interposing on operations that modify memory mappings,

such as the mmap() system call. The hypervisor must communicate with the appli-

cation to synchronize this information, and should do so with low overhead. Page

faults can be a performance-critical operation, and mechanisms exist in the Linux

kernel to quickly query the contents of the address space on a page fault, including

balanced trees and caches of recently faulted areas. InkTag should handle faults

without significant additional overhead, and also without simply duplicating these

performance-oriented structures in both the hypervisor and application.

Protecting applications from OS duplicity Although InkTag can isolate a

hap from the operating system, the application must still interact with the OS in

order to use essential services, such as opening files and mapping its address space.

Traditionally, through system calls such as mmap(), applications allow the operating

system to determine where in their address space to map resources. Although mmap()
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Figure 3.4: An Iago attack. An application relying on the OS to allocate its address space may
be subverted by a malicious OS, if the OS allocates memory regions that are not disjoint.

allows an application to specify a fixed address for a mapping, this feature is seldom

used by application code. Applications’ reliance on OS allocation of the address

space opens the door to Iago attacks [CS12], a class of attacks against systems with

untrusted operating systems.

Iago attacks exploit the fact that existing applications and libraries, most

importantly the standard C library, do not expect a malicious operating system.

They do not verify that a virtual address returned by the OS in response to mmap()

corresponds to an existing mapping in the application address space. For example,

an application expects to run with its heap and stack in disjoint regions of its virtual

address space. If the application requests a new memory mapping, the operating

system could return an address that overlaps the application’s stack. Writes to

the new mapping will overwrite portions of the stack, introducing a vector to a

traditional return-to-libc or return-oriented programming attack [Sha07b].

3.3.2 Paraverification

We introduce a new technique called paraverification to simplify the hypervisor

by requiring the untrusted operating system to participate in verifying its own be-

havior. Paraverification helps InkTag efficiently address the challenges of verifying

address space integrity, drawing inspiration from commonly-used paravirtualization

techniques [BDF+03], which improve performance when an OS is run in a virtual

machine. Both paraverification and paravirtualization work by having the OS com-

municate a high-level description of its intent directly to the hypervisor. Indeed, our
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Figure 3.5: Paraverified isolation. A hap maintains a list of memory mappings in its secure
address space, providing the untrusted OS indices into the list. The untrusted OS must pass the
same index to the InkTag hypervisor in order to handle page faults.

paraverification implementation uses the Linux kernel’s paravirtualization interface.

Before modifying a process’s page tables in the example above, the OS must first

make a hypercall to correlate the page table update with a high-level application

request. The kernel’s paravirtualization interface includes a natural hook for this

hypercall.

Although the guest operating system participates in verification, it safely re-

mains untrusted because the hypervisor protects resources that it does not trust the

OS to modify. Rather than protecting application page tables, detecting faults from

the untrusted OS, and trying to re-verify address space integrity, the InkTag hyper-

visor protects application page tables and then considers any access to be malicious.

The OS cannot update the tables directly, it must use the paravirtual interface, and

the hypervisor will respond to unexpected accesses by taking corrective action (such

as killing the OS).

3.3.3 Paraverified isolation

InkTag isolates a hap’s address space using paraverified operations on secure pages.

As described in section 3.3.1, InkTag must validate OS page table updates to ensure

that hap virtual addresses map the correct, unmodified S-page. To do so, the

untrusted operating system must pair each page table update with data proving

that the update reflects the application’s intent.
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When a hap maps a region of memory to a file, it provides the untrusted

OS kernel a secure token that describes the mapping. The token is an unforgeable

statement from the application to the hypervisor that fully describes the requested

mapping. One possibility for a token would be an HMAC on a description of the

desired mapping, using a secret key shared between the hap and the hypervisor.

InkTag does not use an HMAC, but a simple integer, which we now explain.

Because InkTag isolates a hap from the operating system and must manage

hap page tables, it can optimize the communication of tokens from application to

the untrusted OS to the hypervisor. All InkTag haps maintain a list of the mappings

that make up their address space, in the form of a list with nodes allocated from

a single array at a known virtual address in the application’s address space. The

untrusted OS cannot forge or modify entries in the array, as it does not have access to

the hap’s address space. Because the hypervisor intercepts all page table updates

for the hap, it can trivially keep a small translation lookaside buffer for just the

virtual addresses that map the array of nodes. In InkTag, a token to describe a

memory mapping consists of a simple integer index into its list of maps.

On initialization, a hap invokes a hypercall to inform the hypervisor about

the base and limit of its mapping list. When the hap creates a new memory map-

ping, it allocates a new entry from its array of nodes, initializes it with information

about the mapping: the address range, OID and offset the hap intends to map, as

well as a marker to indicate that this entry is now valid. The hap then sends the

index of the entry to the untrusted OS as a token. When the OS incurs a page fault,

it uses its existing structures for indexing memory mappings (already in service to

handle the page fault) to locate the token and sends it to the hypervisor along with

the remaining information describing the page table update: the address of the page

table entry, the updated page table value, and the affected virtual address.

Upon receiving the page table update and token, the hypervisor ensures
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the token describes a valid index in the hap’s array. If so, it uses its lookaside

buffer to translate the virtual address and retrieves the mapping information. If the

described address range matches the fault, the hypervisor uses the provided object

and offset information to verify the contents of the newly mapped physical frame.

If the address range does not match the fault, the index is not contained within

the hap’s array, or the index does not specify a valid entry, the hypervisor will not

install the new mapping. In the rare event that the virtual address corresponding to

the entry is not mapped, the hypervisor does not install the mapping and injects a

page fault into the application when it is next scheduled. The page fault, if correctly

handled by the untrusted OS, will cause the hypervisor to refill its lookaside buffer,

the application retries the original access and faults again, and the hypervisor may

now access the entry for the token.

Paraverification for hap address spaces significantly reduces the complexity

of the InkTag hypervisor. Significant OS code is dedicated to efficiently looking

up memory ranges during memory management. Without paraverification, InkTag

must duplicate this code so that it may efficiently respond to changes in the hap’s

page tables. Instead, InkTag leverages the existing OS index structures by requiring

that the OS look up the relevant token for a new mapping.

3.3.4 Verification of address space invariants

An Iago attack subverts application security by violating invariants that the appli-

cation assumes are true about its address space: that mappings returned by the

operating system do not overlap. However, an untrusted OS may violate this invari-

ant at any time. In response, a hap could take on the responsibility of allocating

regions of its address space, only requesting new mappings at fixed addresses, and

not accepting any variation from the untrusted OS. However, we wish to avoid

importing significant OS functionality into either the hypervisor or application. Al-

ternately, a hap may verify that each mapping allocated on its behalf by the OS
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respects necessary invariants. We take this approach with InkTag, while shifting the

burden of proving that mappings respect invariants from the hap to the untrusted

operating system.

InkTag haps use an array of descriptors to enumerate the contents of their

address space. They maintain a linked list of entries, sorted in address order, with

integer indices serving as previous and next pointers. When a hap requests a new

mapping from the OS, in addition to returning the newly allocated address, the OS

also must return a token to the application: the index of the application’s entry in

its list of maps that is immediately previous to the new address allocated by the

untrusted OS. As a result, the hap can trivially both validate that the new map

does not overlap any existing maps, and insert it into the list in the proper location,

without needing to maintain its own sorting structures.

As with page table updates, paraverification for address space invariants

allows applications to defend against a duplicitous operating system, while relying

on existing indexing structures within the untrusted OS to perform most verification

tasks.

3.4 Access control

Isolation and address space integrity provide the building blocks for secure hap ex-

ecution under an untrusted operating system. However, real systems require usable

mechanisms for securely sharing data. InkTag is the first system to provide access

control under an untrusted OS.

Access control mechanisms in InkTag should meet the following criteria:

• Efficiency. Ultimately, the hypervisor will be responsible for enforcing access

control, and must do so on performance-critical events, such as updating page

tables. In addition, we wish to avoid bloating the trusted computing base by

requiring the hypervisor to evaluate complex policy decisions. A good access

control mechanism will have a simple and efficient hypervisor implementation.
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• Familiarity. A wide spectrum of access control mechanisms exist, both in

the literature and in practice. However, most systems still rely on, and are

well served by, users and groups. InkTag’s access control mechanism should

map easily onto these familiar primitives.

• Flexibility. Although users and groups will ease adoption, we also believe

that the security-critical applications that InkTag is designed to support will

benefit from the ability to create custom, descriptive access control policies.

A shared, omnipotent user such as the Unix “root” creates similar security

problems to a shared operating system, so users of InkTag should be able to

create policies for their data without the blessing of a system administrator.

Unlike traditional access control systems that define principals (such as users

in Unix), InkTag allows new principals, or even new types of principals, to be

defined in a decentralized way. For example, an InkTag system might implement

decentralized groups, in which any set of users can create a new group and agree

to a group administrator. Similarly, an InkTag system can implement decentralized

user login: each user must only trust her own personal login program, not a special

system binary (§3.4.3).

3.4.1 Attributes for access control

Access control in InkTag is based on attributes. An attribute is a string, such as

.user .alice or .group.prof . Each hap in InkTag carries a list of attributes that is

inherited across events such as fork() and exec(), similar to the way in which Unix

processes have an effective user or group id. Each OID has an access control list

that specifies the attributes that must be carried by a hap for that hap to access

the object. OID access control lists are divided into three access modes: read, write,

and modify. Each access mode specifies an attribute formula, a logical formula that

must evaluate to true for a hap to access the object.

The read and write access modes of an OID specify formulas that must
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evaluate to true for a principal to read or write the object. For example, W =

.user .alice is a simple formula that evaluates to true (allowing write access) if a hap

has the .user .alice attribute. R = (.user .alice) ∨ (.group.prof ) is a formula that

evaluates to true (allowing read access) if a hap has either the .user .alice or the

.group.prof attribute. The modify access mode allows a hap to modify the attribute

formula for any of the access modes in an OID’s access control list.

In addition to access control lists on OIDs, attributes themselves also specify

access control lists, albeit with only two modes: add and modify. The add access

mode allows a hap that satisfies the associated attribute formula to add the attribute

to its own list. Access control lists on attributes are the mechanism by which haps

in InkTag can take on the role of different principals, analogous to a setuid binary in

Unix that allows a user to access resources owned by another principal. For example,

the .user .alice attribute might have the access mode A = .apps.login , which means

that any hap that has the .apps.login attribute can add the .user .alice attribute.

A hap can drop an attribute it owns at any time via a hypercall. As with files, the

modify access mode for an attribute allows a hap to change an attribute’s access

control list. Modifying attributes is how InkTag haps manage their access control

credentials.

All attribute formulas are expressed in disjunctive normal form (DNF) with-

out any negations. This makes attribute formulas simple to evaluate in the hyper-

visor, and also easy for people to understand. Checking attribute formulas requires

only 207 lines of code in the InkTag hypervisor.

3.4.2 Decentralized access control

An important goal for InkTag’s attribute system is decentralization. An InkTag user

should be able to define new principals and policies to control access to her files.

Decentralized access control allows high-assurance, multi-user services to define their

own access control policies, enforced by the hypervisor, without relying on a system
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administrator.

InkTag decentralizes attributes with hierarchically named attributes. At-

tributes are named hierarchically, as a list of components separated with a ‘.’ char-

acter. If a hap has attribute X, then the hapmay create new attributes namedX.Y

for any Y . For example, if user alice is represented using the attribute .user .alice ,

she might create the attribute .user .alice.photos for her photo-sharing program.

This attribute could be used both to restrict photo access to specific authorized

programs, as well as to ensure that a photo-sharing program does not access un-

related files, by running it with only the attribute .user .alice.photos , and not the

parent attribute .user .alice.

3.4.3 Login and decentralized login

User login provides an instructive case study for access control. First, consider a

system that wants to have a single trusted login program. The system must provide

a trusted path from that binary to a shell that runs with a user’s attribute (e.g.,

.user .alice).

The InkTag hypervisor starts every hap with a special attribute .bin.〈oid〉,

where 〈oid〉 is the string representation of the file’s OID. The system administrator

defines the .apps.login attribute with an add access mode A = .bin.〈login oid〉 where

〈login oid〉 identifies the login binary. When the login binary starts, it makes a

hypercall to obtain the .apps.login attribute. The .user .alice attribute has an add

access mode A = .apps.login , allowing the login program to add the .user .alice

attribute when presented with the proper credential (such as a password). Users

trust the login program to drop the .apps.login attribute, so once Alice has control,

the hap can no longer change users. The login program then execs Alice’s shell,

which runs with the .user .alice attribute.

With centralized login, all users trust the login binary (and its administrator).

With decentralized login, a user need only trust her own login binary, though she
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still must obtain permission for her user name from an administrator (after all,

it is the login process being decentralized, not the add user operation). The user

administrator (whoever can run programs that have the .user attribute) establishes

the .user .alice attribute with an add access mode A = .apps.login.alice . Alice

compiles her login program, informs the login administrator (who can run programs

that have the .apps.login attribute), to create the .apps.login.alice attribute with

add access mode A = .bin.〈alice login oid〉.

To log in, Alice executes her login program, which is given the attribute

.bin.〈alice login oid〉 by the hypervisor. The login program obtains the .apps.login.alice

attribute, dropping the attribute .bin.〈alice login oid〉. It then checks Alice’s creden-

tial (e.g., password), and if valid, obtains the .user .alice attribute, dropping the

attribute .apps.login.alice , and starting a shell.

With decentralized login, a user can completely control how they log in, using

whatever credentials and process they desire. There is no single login binary that

serves as a target for malicious attacks. A compromised decentralized login binary

gives the attacker credentials only for the compromised user. In practice, systems

would likely provide a default login binary for users who do not want to create their

own.

As part of future work, we plan on investigating the security implications of

InkTag’s attribute-based access control.

3.4.4 Naming and integrity

InkTag does not currently support sets of OIDS (i.e., directories). However, the

hierarchical layout of traditional file systems does convey an important property

that is essential for application security: file integrity. Consider the standard Unix

/etc directory. Applications rely on the property that only trusted system admin-

istrators can create or modify files in /etc, because those configuration files can

dramatically change application behavior. InkTag must provide some mechanism
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to convey similar security-essential information.

InkTag provides integrity guarantees for files with specialized attributes called

namespaces. Namespaces are strings created hierarchically, as attributes, and have

access control lists that allow a hap to add the namespace to its list of attributes.

Although we consider attributes for access control and namespaces to be conceptu-

ally distinct, they are functionally identical.

Namespaces convey integrity information by acting as gatekeepers to file

creation. When an application creates a new file, the InkTag hypervisor must assign

the file an OID. Each OID is generated from two components: a namespace and an

arbitrary string, similarly to the way in which a file is created within a directory,

with a given file name. To generate an OID, the application must carry the desired

namespace in its list of attributes. The hypervisor hashes the two components, and

uses the result as the new OID. Any hap that later accesses the file knows that it

was created by a hap that carried the associated namespace.

Note that namespaces do not restrict file access—a hap may open a file

created within a namespace regardless of whether it carries that namespace in its

list. Consider a configuration directory similar to /etc. In InkTag, there would

exist a .ns.etc namespace, with the add access mode A = .group.sysadmin . A

hap run by a system administrator (member of the sysadmin group, thus carrying

the .group.sysadmin attribute) may create a file by adding the .ns.etc attribute,

specifying a name (e.g. “passwd”), and passing both components to the hypervisor,

which permits the OID’s creation.

A hap opening the file generates the OID by hashing .ns.etc and “passwd,”

though it is not required to carry the .ns.etc namespace, only to know of its exis-

tence. The hap can trust that the contents of the file were generated by a system

administrator, because only a member of of the sysadmin group could create the

file initially (as checked by the hypervisor), and it trusts such principals to correctly
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Figure 3.6: InkTag disk layout. Data and metadata are interleaved to optimize disk scheduling.

manage access control for files they create.

3.5 Storage and consistency

InkTag stores secure page metadata in memory for any secure pages whose data

segments also reside in memory. The untrusted operating system is responsible for

placing the data segments of secure pages on the virtual disk. For secure pages

to be durable, InkTag must also store secure metadata: the OID and offset corre-

sponding to each block of data, its hash, and the encryption initialization vector

(IV) necessary to decrypt the data. This section addresses a number of practi-

cal challenges in persistently and transparently storing S-page metadata, including

addressing consistency between OS and InkTag storage.

Data layout InkTag must synchronize updates to S-pages and metadata, and

should store secure metadata efficiently. When the OS issues a read request for

secure page data, the hypervisor should not require significant additional lookup

work in order to also read in secure page metadata. Also, storing secure metadata

should not confound OS disk scheduling by adding disk seeks to store or retrieve

secure metadata.

InkTag addresses these goals by interspersing storage of secure page data and

metadata on the physical disk, then presenting the data storage to the untrusted OS

as a contiguous virtual disk without the sectors employed to store secure metadata.

The size of the media, as seen by the untrusted OS, is smaller than the size of the
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physical drive or backing file. When reading or writing a secure page, the secure

InkTag metadata will always reside in the closest metadata storage block, causing

limited performance overheads.

Synchronizing storage of secure data and metadata InkTag employs par-

averification techniques to properly synchronize storage of secure data and metadata.

Before the untrusted OS may write out a page via the virtual disk, it must notify the

InkTag hypervisor. If the physical frame being written contains data for an S-page,

InkTag ensures that the page is encrypted, and passes the relevant metadata to

the backend driver for the virtual disk. The backend consumes this metadata while

writing pages to the physical disk, placing each piece of secure metadata in the

metadata block closest to disk block containing the data for the S-page.

Providing guarantees on data availability Although InkTag is unable to pro-

vide availability guarantees in many cases, the hypervisor can enforce OS deadlines

for writing out dirty data. For example, if a reasonable upper bound for dirty data

residing in the OS is 30 seconds, InkTag may suspect OS malfeasance if it has not

detected a write of a particular secure page after 45 seconds. Although the hypervi-

sor may not be able to retrieve S-pages in memory that the OS has simply erased,

it can prevent applications from proceeding under the incorrect assumption that

S-pages are safely on disk. Similarly, a hap may notify the InkTag hypervisor when

it explicitly requests that dirty pages be written out (such as when invoking the

msync system call), and receive confirmation when the writeback actually occurs, or

a warning that the OS has not complied.

Preventing deletion or loss of high-assurance data Because filesystem in-

dexing structures vary widely between file systems, it is difficult to verify their

correctness at hypervisor level. As a result, a malicious OS could appear to com-

ply with InkTag policy by writing out file data blocks but not updating filesystem

metadata, leaving file data blocks inaccessible.
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InkTag provides a secure fsck mechanism for conservation of high-assurance

data in the face of this threat. Secure page metadata includes file and offset infor-

mation, allowing InkTag to reconstruct secure files independently of OS indexing

structures. In addition, InkTag may prevent the OS from overwriting a secure page,

unless the OS is replacing the page with a newer version of the same secure page,

or if a newer version of the page has previously been written elsewhere on disk.

Consistency for secure pages in the face of crashes InkTag is the first system

to address consistency requirements for an untrusted operating system. Without

proper filesystem consistency, file data may become unavailable, file updates may

be lost, and access control changes may not be honored.

When the OS writes an S-page to disk on behalf of a hap, both the new

S-page and its hash must be stored. If the system crashes after only writing the

S-page contents or the hash, valid data could become unavailable, because InkTag

would be unable to verify its authenticity. InkTag keeps two versions of each S-page’s

hash: the version for the page on disk before the update, and after. Before a data

write, InkTag will store the updated hash on disk. Because disk drives write blocks

atomically, a hash matching the data will always be on disk, and high-assurance

data on the backing store will always be available.

In our current prototype, per-file metadata (such as access control informa-

tion and the file’s length) is stored separately from the guest filesystem, in storage

private to the hypervisor. We leave to future work enforcing consistency between

per-file and per-page metadata.

3.6 Implementation

This section describes our prototype implementation of InkTag. InkTag consists of

three major components: the InkTag hypervisor, extensions to the untrusted guest

OS to support paraverification, and tools to compile user-level applications to run
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as haps.

3.6.1 InkTag hypervisor

The InkTag hypervisor is built as an extension to the KVM (Kernel Virtual Ma-

chine) hypervisor, a standard module included in the Linux kernel. We extend the

Linux 2.6.36 kernel and KVM implementation. InkTag is built to support Intel’s

VMX hardware virtualization support, although we believe its design to be equally

applicable to hardware virtualization support in AMD processors.

During execution of the untrusted guest operating system and non-InkTag

applications, the hypervisor behaves almost identically to a hypervisor without Ink-

Tag support, with most virtualization tasks handled by hardware virtualization

extensions present in the processor. The untrusted EPT (§3.2.2) is used to translate

guest-physical addresses during untrusted execution, and most page table operations

(except for those on a hap’s address space) occur without hypervisor intervention.

Scheduling Upon scheduling a hap, InkTag must ensure that the untrusted OS

cannot execute any code in a high-assurance context. To protect the hap from

the OS, it disallows automatic vectoring of interrupts and exceptions by the vir-

tualization hardware. If InkTag allowed the hardware to vector interrupts auto-

matically, then the operating system would gain control while still executing in a

high-assurance context, with cleartext access to secure pages. Intel processors allow

for fine-grained control over enabled virtualization features via bits in the virtual

machine control structure (VMCS), the hardware descriptor used to control virtu-

alization. To schedule a hap, InkTag clears many of the feature bits in the VMCS,

installs the trusted EPT, and then transfers control to the hap.

When an interrupt or exception occurs during hap execution, InkTag saves

and then clears the hap’s register file. The untrusted OS must be prevented from

reading or writing hap registers. InkTag directs the instruction pointer to a small

untrusted trampoline in a part of the hap’s address space unprotected by InkTag.
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This trampoline is responsible for interactions between the hap and the guest OS

(such as invoking system calls), and also for rescheduling the hap when the hap’s

process context is rescheduled by the operating system. The hap receives system

call results from the trampoline, but does not trust it — all information is validated

as if it came from the untrusted OS.

Page tables Each hap has two page tables, and shares the system-wide trusted

and untrusted EPTs. One page table is written directly by the untrusted kernel,

which we refer to as the OS page table. It is written directly by the OS (even when

using the paravirtualized interface, Linux also updates the page table directly), and

its contents are not trusted. The other page table is written only by the InkTag

hypervisor in response to calls by the untrusted OS that are successfully verified,

which we refer to as the hypervisor page table. The hypervisor page table is trusted.

For a non-malicious OS, its page table should be a superset of the hypervisor page

table.

When a hap runs in untrusted mode (e.g., just before making a system

call), cr3 points to the OS page table, and when a hap runs in trusted mode, the

hypervisor points cr3 to the hypervisor page table. In trusted mode, there is a

single untrusted mapping, for the pages used to marshal and unmarshal system call

arguments. InkTag must guarantee that the OS has not overlapped the mapping

of this area with any trusted mapping. In untrusted mode, the process can map

any S-page, but access to that page will be detected by the permission bits in the

untrusted EPT, and the hypervisor will encrypt and hash the page before giving

the untrusted code access to the page.

Although the untrusted OS cannot access the hypervisor page tables, it is

responsible for their allocation. On each page table allocation on behalf of a hap,

the guest OS must also allocate a hypervisor page table page and send both to the

InkTag hypervisor in order to successfully add to the page table tree. The hypervisor
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protects the hypervisor page table page from the guest OS until that part of the

page table tree is deallocated, at which point the guest regains access.

3.6.2 Untrusted OS extensions

We extend the untrusted guest kernel to support paraverification. Information about

updates to hap page tables form the majority of paraverification events, and take

advantage of existing paravirtualization callbacks present in the Linux kernel. We

install an untrusted module into the guest kernel to handle these callbacks. The

kernel module is responsible for receiving tokens from haps requesting memory

mappings, and passing these tokens to the InkTag hypervisor on page faults.

Although untrusted, the guest kernel module is cooperative when uncom-

promised, and attempts to minimize the amount of communication with the InkTag

hypervisor. Any hypercall causes a VM-exit (a context switch from guest to hypervi-

sor), thus unnecessary communication should be avoided to maximize performance.

The untrusted kernel module tracks which processes contain haps, and communi-

cates page table information only for those processes. In addition, the kernel module

performs extensive batching of page table updates. While the Linux paravirtual-

ization interface supports some batching of address space updates (such as a series

of page table updates occurring before a TLB flush), our kernel module extends

this buffering significantly, because the InkTag hypervisor can safely wait to process

most updates until directly before scheduling a hap. This allows communication of

paraverification information without any additional VM-exits, as scheduling a hap

already requires passing control to the InkTag hypervisor.

3.6.3 Building HAPs

In our current prototype, InkTag haps must be compiled from C source code. C

applications are built as haps primarily by replacing the standard C library and

startup files with InkTag-specific versions. We modify standard C startup files to
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initialize the current process as a hap before passing control to the C library. On

initialization, the hap sends the OID of its executable to the InkTag hypervisor,

which initializes a hap context, and adds the .bin.〈oid〉 attribute. Note that any

process may invoke initialization claiming to be any executable OID. However, af-

ter initialization the InkTag hypervisor will ensure integrity for the process address

space. Thus to continue executing as a hap, the process must construct an ad-

dress space that is byte-for-byte identical, and thus functionally equivalent, to the

originally claimed binary.

We automate hap interaction with the InkTag hypervisor by interposing on

system calls in the standard C library. For example, when an application calls mmap(),

the system call is intercepted by our trusted InkTag library. The library performs

the system call, validates the result to ensure that the untrusted OS does not violate

invariants for the address space (§3.3.4), and passes a token to the untrusted OS for

handling page faults in the newly mapped region (§3.3.3).

InkTag does not expose information about hashes and encryption keys for

S-pages to applications. Thus haps must interact with secure files by mapping them

into their address space. We implement mmap()-based versions of standard read() and

write() system calls to support applications that rely on those calls for file I/O.

3.6.4 Block Driver

To implement transparent loading of S-page metadata, we add a new block driver

implementation to the QEMU (the userspace portion of KVM) block driver interface.

The new block driver transparently translates read and write requests from the

hardware emulation layer. Doing the translation at this level puts us at the lowest

layer before the actual hardware allowing us to better adjust and handle the block

requests.

Our secure metadata consists of two 32-byte hashes, an OID, and an offset.

We place secure page metadata once every 32 pages of normal data. We track
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Linux InkTag Overhead
null 0.04 2.23 55.80×

open/close 0.87 6.90 7.95×
ctxsw 2p/0k 0.71 1.01 1.41×
File create 5.46 12.92 2.36×
File delete 3.40 7.56 2.23×

mmap 4059.20 40360.00 9.94×
pagefault 0.89 6.68 7.50×

fork 99.00 567.80 5.74×
fork+exec 290.60 882.60 3.04×

Table 3.2: LMbench latency microbenchmark results (in microseconds.)

which disk sectors contain valid S-pages using a bitmap. This bitmap is mapped

and updated as haps execute, and is written to disk only upon shutdown. This

policy is safe even in the event of a crash: there will be enough data on disk to be

able to recover the bitmap.

3.7 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the performance overhead imposed by our InkTag pro-

totype built in the KVM hypervisor. We evaluated InkTag’s performance using two

different machines: we run latency and SPEC CPU benchmarks on an i7 860 run-

ning at 2.80GHz, and InkTag block storage and application benchmarks on an Intel

i7 870 at 2.93GHz. Both machines have quad-core processors, 8GB of memory, and

run Ubuntu 10.04.4.

We modify the 2.6.36 Linux kernel and QEMU 0.12.5 for InkTag, and run

unmodified versions for the baseline. VM guests run with a single virtual CPU, 2GB

of memory, and the same kernel as the host. In the InkTag guest, all benchmark

binaries run as HAPs.
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3.7.1 Microbenchmarks

Table 3.2 shows results from the LMBench [MS96] suite of OS microbenchmarks.

LMBench is a series of portable microbenchmarks focused on measuring individual

OS operations in isolation. We restrict our evaluation to focus on file operations,

memory manipulation, and process creation, as these are the areas that will be

affected by running as an InkTag hap. We modify LMBench only enough to turn

its components into haps: 68 lines of modifications to the build system and 5 lines

of configuration changes.

The null syscall benchmark primarily measures the latency of switching be-

tween an application and the OS, and represents the worst case for InkTag. A

hap must context switch from user context, to the virtual machine, then into the

operating system, and then return along the opposite path. The high latency for

switching between application and OS directly impacts the performance of nearly

all of the LMBench microbenchmarks, as they measure interactions between an ap-

plication and the operating system. Additionally, operations that involve any kind

of page table update, such as mmap, fork, and fork+exec, are also affected due to the

InkTag hypervisor validating each page table update. These overheads appear large

in isolation; however, most applications are significantly less sensitive to system call

latency than microbenchmarks. Most of the LMBench benchmarks show a difference

in latency that is 10s of microseconds or less.

3.7.2 Storage

We evaluate InkTag’s storage backend with a benchmark that synchronizes regions

varying in size from a 256MB secure file cached in memory to the virtual disk. We

disable host OS caching for our virtual disk, to best simulate the effect of actual

disk scheduling on I/O throughput. Figure 3.7 shows the performance of syncing

varying window sizes, from 4KB to 1MB, either sequentially through the file or in

random order. In addition, we show numbers for a version of InkTag in which we
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Figure 3.7: InkTag storage backend performance as measured by sequential or random msync()s
on a memory-resident file.
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Linux InkTag
Apache latency 195 ms 220 ms (1.13×)
Apache throughput 462.42 req/s 453.93 req/s (1.02×)
Dokuwiki throughput 13.6 req/s 8.83 req/s (1.54×)

Table 3.3: InkTag performance for large applications.

have disabled encryption and hashing, in order to isolate the effect of disk scheduling

on performance. The encryption and hashing occur when the OS touches S-pages to

sync them to disk. Our InkTag prototype interleaves S-page data and metadata at

an interval of 32 pages (128KB). For window sizes above 128KB, InkTag approaches

the performance of a standard block device, as the InkTag block driver can combine a

page of metadata with 32 data pages in a single write to the backing device. Beneath

that threshold, InkTag’s performance suffers, especially for sequential writes. This is

due to InkTag’s metadata layout. For example, sequential writes to each of the 4KB

pages in a single cluster of data pages represents a good case for disk scheduling.

InkTag, however, must write the metadata page followed by the data page for each

of these writes, causing the disk to seek back and forth instead of writing sectors in

sequential order.

3.7.3 Application benchmarks

We measure the overhead imposed by InkTag with three different types of appli-

cations: CPU-bound SPEC benchmarks, the Apache web server, and DokuWiki, a

complete wiki application converted to use InkTag attributes for authentication.

SPEC With little OS interaction, CPU-bound applications exhibit little perfor-

mance overhead when running as haps. Figure 3.8 shows results for selected bench-

marks from the SPEC 2006 [Hen06a] suite (InkTag does not support Fortran). Out

of twelve benchmarks, nine benchmarks run within a 3% performance overhead of

unmodified KVM, and gcc benchmark has the largest overhead of 14%.
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Figure 3.8: SPEC CPU2006 benchmark performance. “Geomean” indicates the geometric mean
of relative performance.

Apache DokuWiki
Linux InkTag Linux InkTag

Check hash - 209 - 2,911,649
Check zero hash - 57 - 2,893,517
Update hash - 82 - 1,029
EPT fault 689 1,131 10,668 78,055
VM-exit 171,145 1,217,042 138,801 11,216,363

Table 3.4: Counts of performance-critical events during benchmark execution. We
count the number of times InkTag must hash a data page (“Check hash”), hash a
data page that should be zero-initialized (“Check zero hash”), encrypt a page and
update its hash (“Update hash”), fault on a nested page table (“EPT fault”), and
context-switch out of the guest (“VM-exit”).
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Apache Table 3.3 shows results for our evaluation of the performance of the

Apache webserver when compiled as a hap. We run the standard ab benchmarking

tool included with Apache on the machine hosting the virtualized guest, providing

nearly unlimited bandwidth from the web server to client. We execute 10,000 re-

quests from client to server, at a concurrency level of 100. The Apache web server

serves requests with a 13% overhead in latency, and a 2% overhead in throughput

relative to normal virtualized execution. Apache represents a relatively good case

for InkTag: with several long-lived processes, Apache rarely has to pay the increased

costs imposed by InkTag for application initialization and teardown.

DokuWiki In order to demonstrate the ability of InkTag to provide security for

realistic workloads, we modified the DokuWiki2 wiki server to take advantage of

InkTag secure files and access control. DokuWiki is a wiki written in PHP that

stores wiki pages as files in the server filesystem. We recompiled the PHP CGI

binary to work with InkTag and ran DokuWiki as a CGI script. We added an

InkTag authentication module to DokuWiki to allow a user to log in with their

system credentials (similar to the decentralized login process described in §3.4.3)

and to restrict access to wiki content via InkTag access control.

To test the effect of InkTag on a representative set of modifications to a

representative DokuWiki installation, we downloaded a set of 6,430 revisions of 765

pages from the DokuWiki website (which is itself run using DokuWiki) to simulate

wiki activity. We evaluate DokuWiki with a 90% read workload, which we believe a

reasonable characterization of a wiki workload. Each write replaces a page with the

subsequent revision of a page in the downloaded DokuWiki corpus. We measured

the total wallclock time for 10 clients to perform a collective 1,000 requests on the

wiki. Our wiki client makes use of an XML RPC interface that DokuWiki provides

to avoid the need for programmatically interfacing with DokuWiki forms.

2http://www.dokuwiki.org
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As a hap with InkTag authentication, DokuWiki runs with a 1.54× overhead

over a baseline virtualized execution. As a PHP application, DokuWiki maps a large

number of scripts (with integrity assured by the InkTag hypervisor) into memory

and exercises a significant amount of anonymous temporary memory. As with OS

users, InkTag’s authentication aligns along process boundaries. Thus, we must run

DokuWiki as an inefficient CGI application, not as an Apache module. CGI is a

performance worst case for InkTag: each request initializes and destroys an entire

application address space.

Virtualization metrics Table 3.4 shows counts for a number of performance-

critical events during the execution of our large application benchmarks. Specific

to InkTag execution are the number of times physical frames are hashed, as well

the number of times the hash of the associated S-page is updated (this event also

counts the number of times an S-page must be encrypted). With a few long-lived

processes, most of the address space for the Apache web server remains mapped

in the trusted EPT, requiring relatively few hash updates. DokuWiki, which con-

structs and destroys an address space for each request, has a large number of hash

operations.

Of particular note are the number of times InkTag is requested to verify the

hash for a page consisting entirely of zeroes. In fact, the vast majority of hash

operations are invoked to determine if a page is initialized to zero (2.8 out of 2.9

million hash operations for the DokuWiki benchmark). InkTag optimizes this case:

when asked to verify the hash of a physical frame, InkTag compares the hash value

with the hash of a zero page. If the page should contain only zero, InkTag simply

verifies that property, rather than computing a full digest. As a result, computation

of hashes is not a significant factor in InkTag’s performance overhead. Similarly,

while encryption is necessary for privacy, it does not significantly affect running

time: the majority of pages that would otherwise be encrypted due to access by the
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operating system are in fact anonymous memory regions that have been unmapped

by an application. The entire memory region is being destroyed, so it needs only be

erased, not encrypted for privacy and hashed for integrity.

A major factor for InkTag performance is the number of times the processor

must switch context between the virtual machine and the host. In the DokuWiki

benchmark, for example, InkTag must exit the virtual machine nearly two orders of

magnitude more often than a standard execution. We hope to investigate ways to

reduce the cost of such context switches as part of future work.

3.8 Summary

InkTag represents a significant step forward in verifying the behavior of untrusted

operating systems. By removing the burden of attempting to verify a completely

unmodified operating system, paraverification enables a simple, high-performance

hypervisor implementation. InkTag is the first such system to enable access control

for secure data, as well as address essential system issues such as crash consistency

between OS-managed data and secure metadata.
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Chapter 4

Virtualizing security for peripherals

Modern operating systems contain an enormous bulk of code that inevitably contains

exploitable bugs. While this code is carefully reviewed, the number of possible

interactions within the kernel is immense. Applications running on a system rely on

the OS for crucial operations such as context switching and memory managment,

meaning that each application on a system must trust the entirety of the operating

system kernel: an exploit (such as a privilege escalation) in any kernel subsystem

can become an exploit in any security-critical application.

Recently, systems such as Overshadow [CGL+08b] and InkTag [HKD+13]

have attempted to address this problem by allowing applications to run securely

without trusting the operating system. Such systems insert a layer of trusted hyper-

visor functionality above the operating system (e.g. by using hardware virtualization

in InkTag, and software virtualization in Overshadow), isolating a running process

from an untrusted operating system. With an application isolated from the OS, the

application and hypervisor must coordinate to verify that the operating system be-

haves correct with respect to the services it provides the application. For example,

if an application maps file F into its address space, the application and hypervisor

must be able to determine that the data placed in the application’s address space

by the operating system matches the data last written to F .
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Systems like InkTag and Overshadow operate by matching application intent

(a request to map file F ), with low-level operations invoked by the operating system

(setting a page table entry in the desired part of the application’s address space).

First, an application must communicate its intent to the hypervisor. In InkTag, the

hypervisor and application share an array of descriptors, one for each mapping in

the application’s address space. These descriptors specify the address range of the

desired mapping and the specific file pages that the application expects to be mapped

to those addresses. Next, when the untrusted operating system attempts to modify

a page table entry corresponding to virtual address V , the InkTag hypervisor uses

the application’s descriptors to determine the file page that the application expects

at V , and ensures that the operating system’s update matches the application’s

request.

Generally, these systems validate untrusted OS behavior by raising the level

of abstraction for hardware resources. For example, in InkTag, decrypted secure

pages are marked with metadata specifying the file and offset contained in the page’s

data. However, these abstractions are only maintained across a small subset of vir-

tual hardware. Either the hypervisor or application must then translate data to be

used with untrusted hardware, such as RAM read and written by the untrusted OS,

or the virtual disk. Similarly, InkTag haps cannot easily take user input, because

the operating system’s terminal is an untrusted communications channel. However,

if RAM and disk were virtualized entirely as secure devices, the InkTag hypervisor

could easily manage secure application data at a higher level of abstraction, through-

out the data’s lifetime. If applications were provided a secure terminal device, they

would have a common channel for securely accepting user input, rather than having

to roll their own solutions (such as application-private ssh servers).

This chapter describes Casuash1, an untrusted Linux guest modified to sup-

1The Casual Shoplifter, an adversary deterred by an InkTag device.
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port an extended version of the paravirtualization interface described in Chapter 3.

By forcing the untrusted guest to rely on the hypervisor for operations on secure data

(such as reading from disk or copying pages on a fork), an InkTag+Casuash system

allows the InkTag hypervisor to maintain a high-level page abstraction throughout

physical memory and to disk, simplifying complex management and consistency is-

sues. In addition, by relying on common OS terminal behavior, InkTag applications

can construct a shared secure terminal over a traditional Linux terminal device,

enabling user input and output that cannot be read or modified by the untrusted

guest operating system.

4.1 Extending secure page abstractions

4.1.1 S-pages in InkTag

To ensure that low-level OS operations match an application’s intent, the hypervi-

sor must maintain some amount of high-level metadata about low-level hardware

resources, such as physical frames of memory. The InkTag hypervisor relies on the

S-page abstraction: a frame of physical memory that also carries metadata specify-

ing the file and offset represented by the S-page data. By combining knowledge of an

application’s intent with a higher level of abstraction for hardware resources, the hy-

pervisor can quickly match OS updates to application intent, simply by comparing

the application request to metadata on physical frames.

Importantly, the InkTag hypervisor cannot allow the untrusted operating

system direct access to S-page data. Otherwise, the untrusted operating system

could simply change file data after mapping it into an application’s address space,

effectively giving the untrusted OS control over the entirety of the application’s

memory. However, the InkTag hypervisor also allows the untrusted operating system

to manage physical memory without intervention. The untrusted OS reads and

writes file data to disk, carries out copy-on-write (COW) operations for protected
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Figure 4.1: Managing S-pages for a guest kernel that is not S-page-aware. ➊ To
allow an application to use an S-page, InkTag must decrypt the page in RAM and
associate it with metadata from a separate metadata store. ➋ To allow the untrusted
OS to manage the page’s data (e.g. to write it to disk), InkTag must encrypt and
hash the page. To ensure consistency in response to crashes, InkTag must write
S-page metadata to its metadata store atomically with the OS-initiated write of the
encrypted data.

pages, and initializes new empty pages with zero.

The InkTag hypervisor (and Overshadow previously) implement this protec-

tion by managing two logically separate views of physical memory (Figure 4.1). As

in most systems, the operating system exercises complete control over RAM, which

contains no high-level metadata for physical frames. Secure applications (High-

assurance processes, or haps in InkTag) have a virtual address space that maps to

S-RAM, a protected view of physical memory composed of S-pages. Each S-page

corresponds directly to a page of data in unprotected RAM managed by the oper-

ating system. To allow the OS to manage physical memory, the InkTag hypervisor

must be able to “move” S-pages between S-RAM and RAM.

InkTag uses encryption and hashing to move pages between S-RAM and

RAM. When the OS attempts to access a page in protected S-RAM, the hypervisor

“moves” the S-page to RAM by encrypting the data, taking a digest, and deasso-

ciating the S-page’s metadata from the physical frame. Note that the page data
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Figure 4.2: Managing S-pages for Casuash, an S-page-aware guest. The guest OS
does not access S-page data, so the InkTag hypervisor is not required to encrypt
and hash pages to be placed in untrusted RAM. The guest OS must cooperate with
the hypervisor to write out S-pages. ➊ When the untrusted guest writes an S-page,
its metadata can be easily located and written to stable storage. ➋ The guest OS
may write untrusted pages as normal.

does not actually move, but instead is encrypted and decrypted in place. When a

hap attempts to access the encrypted data, the hypervisor decrypts it, checks the

digest to ensure data integrity, and then reassociates the metadata, transforming

the untrusted data back into its original S-page.

4.1.2 Challenges

The InkTag hypervisor allows the untrusted operating system freedom in managing

physical memory by virtualizing RAM in two separate domains, RAM consisting of

untrusted data pages and S-RAM consisting of trusted S-pages, then allowing data

to move freely between these domains in response to application and OS memory ac-

cesses. To translate between these two domains, InkTag uses encryption and hashing

to protect S-pages, and must also disassociate and reassociate S-page metadata with

frames of physical memory. Although this approach allows largely unhindered mem-

ory management by the untrusted OS, translating between S-pages and untrusted

data on demand has several drawbacks:
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Encryption and hashing Encrypting and hashing incur a computational cost

to move pages between domains. Note that in many workloads, this overhead is

manageable.

Metadata storage and consistency Although encryption and hashing often do

not adversely affect performance, protecting S-pages with encryption and hashing

introduces the need to manage and store metadata. The only way for the InkTag

hypervisor to ensure the integrity of S-page data is through its digest. If secure data

must persist, the InkTag hypervisor must also persist S-page metadata. Further,

if secure data must persist across OS or hypervisor crashes, the InkTag hypervisor

must be able to write S-page metadata atomically with data. However, data writes

to disk are initiated by the untrusted operating system, without supervision by the

InkTag hypervisor. Because the OS is free to move encrypted S-page data within

physical memory, a DMA request to write encrypted S-page data could come from

any memory address, even one not aligned on a page boundary.

Writing active pages Even if the InkTag hypervisor can ensure consistency be-

tween encrypted S-page data and the associated hash, it is possible for an application

to be modifying the cleartext data for an S-page concurrently with its write to disk.

InkTag must write encrypted data to disk, because disk data can be read by the

untrusted OS. One possibility would be for InkTag to protect each page written

out until the completion of the disk request, halting the application on an access.

Alternately, the InkTag hypervisor could copy, encrypt, and hash cleartext S-pages

in response to disk requests. These approaches would have a detrimental effect on

application or I/O throughput.

4.1.3 Extending the S-page abstraction with paraverification

The limitations of the encryption and hashing approached adopted by InkTag and

previous systems are a direct result of the limited scope of the S-page abstraction,

and the choice to allow an untrusted operating system unfettered access to physical
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memory, even to physical memory containing secure data that should never be read

or modified by the OS. The InkTag hypervisor can rely on the S-page abstraction

for its protected subset of RAM, but must be able to move data on-demand between

S-RAM, untrusted RAM, and untrusted OS storage.

A guiding principle for the InkTag hypervisor is simplicity: as the software

root of trust, InkTag should delegate as much functionality as possible to code that

is not part of the trusted computing base (TCB). To that end, InkTag introduced

paraverification, requiring an untrusted operating system to participate in the pro-

cess of verifying its own behavior. InkTag requires an untrusted guest operating

system to describe updates to application state with a regular structure and in

update order, and to prove to applications that its allocation of memory mapped

regions within the application’s address space is consistent: that adjacent regions

do not overlap.

This chapter introduces Casuash, a Linux operating system that supports a

broader paraverified interface than that described in Chapter 3. Specifically, Ca-

suash is S-page-aware: Casuash knowingly manages memory comprised of both

normal data pages, as well as S-pages that it is forbidden from accessing. Rather

than attempting to translate between domains with encryption and hashing, the

InkTag hypervisor treats accesses by Casuash to protected data as a violation. Ca-

suash must instead manage S-pages only by reference, relying on requests to the

InkTag hypervisor to allocate, free, and transfer S-pages to and from a virtual disk.

InkTag+Casuash directly addresses the challenges discussed above by allow-

ing the InkTag hypervisor to expand the scope of the S-page abstraction (Figure 4.2).

Rather than confining S-pages to a subset of physical memory, InkTag+Casuash

treat S-pages as a first-class object that may be read or written between memory

and disk, or mapped in memory into a hap’s address space. When S-page data is

written from memory to disk, the InkTag hypervisor’s disk controller also atomically
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writes any necessary metadata, supporting consistency in the face of system crashes.

Because S-pages in memory cannot be accessed by an untrusted operating system

or application, encryption and hashing are unnecessary. Similarly, data need not be

encrypted when written to disk, as the InkTag hypervisor disk controller prevents

the untrusted OS from directly reading on-disk S-pages: when Casuash initiates a

read request for a disk sector containing an S-page, the destination physical memory

frame also becomes a protected S-page.

By maintaining the S-page abstraction throughout the lifetime of a page

of file data, from creation in memory, write to disk, to read back into memory,

InkTag+Casuash simplifies the task of the InkTag hypervisor, supports consistency

for secure data in the face of system crashes, and provides improved disk performance

for secure InkTag haps.

4.2 Casuash Design

As introduced in Section 4.1, fundamental to the benefits provided by an Ink-

Tag+Casuash system is the ability to maintain the S-page abstraction as data travels

through the entire system. In InkTag, the smallest unit of protected secure data is a

4 Kilobyte page. The InkTag hypervisor views the guest’s main memory as an array

of 4K frames. For each frame, InkTag keeps metadata that describes what kind of

data resides in that memory. Most frames in the system are untrusted. Untrusted

frames may be freely used by the untrusted operating system. Frames that hold

secure data contain S-pages. S-pages have a data segment, the 4K frame of physical

memory that the InkTag hypervisor protects from the untrusted operating system.

If the guest kernel attempts to access the data segment for an S-page, the InkTag

hypervisor responds by shutting down the kernel. S-pages can describe actual files

on disk, as well as anonymous memory in a hap’s address space. S-pages carry

metadata: for each S-page, the InkTag hypervisor keeps metadata describing the

file and offset corresponding to the S-page data. Physical memory frames can also
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be reserved. Data in memory must often be protected from the untrusted guest

before the InkTag hypervisor knows which S-page the data belongs to, for example

when the S-page is scheduled to be asynchronously read by the InkTag disk con-

troller. In these cases, the untrusted guest must reserve a physical frame, which

the hypervisor then protects from the guest. Reserved frames are used to transition

physical memory from untrusted to protected S-pages, such as when reading from

disk, or copying anonymous memory after a fork().

The InkTag hypervisor maintains a similar view of 4K frames on disk. 4K

disk sectors containing untrusted files or filesystem metadata are classified as un-

trusted. Disk sectors containing S-pages are marked, and carry metadata describing

the file and offset corresponding to the data on disk. The actual layout of S-page

data and metadata on disk is described in Section 4.3.

4.2.1 Reading and writing the buffer cache

With the S-page abstraction extended to disk, and Casuash prevented from accessing

S-page data in memory, the InkTag hypervisor can easily track necessary metadata

and protection for file pages as they travel to and from the buffer cache. Before

submitting a disk request, Casuash determines if the 4K sector on disk contains an

S-page, or simply untrusted data (shared data structures for tracking the state of

memory and disk frames are described in Section 4.3. If the disk frame is untrusted,

the kernel submits a read request as normal, with the caveat that the memory filled

by the read must also be an untrusted frame. The InkTag disk controller will refuse

to read untrusted data into trusted physical memory.

If Casuash determines that it is reading a disk sector containing an S-page,

it asks the hypervisor to reserve the frame before submitting a read request. The

hypervisor reserves the frame by protecting it from accesses by the untrusted kernel.

When the disk controller receives a request for an S-page disk sector, it ensures that

the destination memory is reserved, then reads the spage data into memory. It
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Figure 4.3: Managing S-page metadata for copy-on-write memory after a fork. (a)
Prior to the fork, the parent application maps a page at address 0x7f000. (b) When
the parent forks, the InkTag hypervisor ➊ clones S-page metadata for the parent’s
anonymous memory. ➋ The child application can share a mapping of the read-only
page, since the two S-pages share a hash code. (c) If the child attempts to write the
page, the untrusted OS must ask the hypervisor to copy its data to a new frame.
➌ InkTag copies the page data, as well as the page frame’s hashcode. ➍ The OS
creates a mapping for the child to the copied frame, matching the S-page with the
copied data via its hashcode. The InkTag hypervisor then updates the hashcode
due to the writable mapping, separating the parent’s and child’s version of the page.

also reads the S-page metadata. Once the reserved frame is filled with data and its

associated metadata is in place, the reserved frame becomes an S-page in memory.

Extending the S-page abstraction to disk makes managing S-page metadata

trivial for the InkTag hypervisor. Rather than trying to determine implicitly which

frames of memory contain S-pages, and when the associated metadata should be

transferred to or from stable storage, the InkTag hypervisor directly transfers meta-

data in response to requests from the operating system to transfer the associated

data.

4.2.2 OS-generated S-pages

Sharing the S-page abstraction between disk and memory storage makes managing

metadata for regular file data simple. However, in addition to regular files, appli-

cations (including InkTag haps) make considerable use of memory pages that do

not come from a file on disk, but instead are generated by the operating system.
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For example, an application’s initial address space contains a .bss section that the

application expects to be filled with zero-initialized memory. Likewise, when an

application calls fork(), it expects its anonymous memory to become copy-on-write

(COW): if, after the fork, either the parent or child attempts to write to anonymous

memory, the operating system creates a private copy of the page for that process.

As an untrusted guest kernel, Casuash cannot be trusted to correctly initialize

or copy anonymous memory. In addition, the InkTag hypervisor must be able to

track copies of private pages, so that when a COW event occurs, it can determine

if the untrusted guest has correctly mapped memory. Thus, when initializing or

copying S-pages, Casuash must replace its internal page initialization and copying

routines with calls to the InkTag hypervisor.

Figure 4.3 illustrates a copy-on-write for anonymous hapmemory in response

to a fork. The InkTag hypervisor tracks each hap’s anonymous memory as S-pages,

analagous to the handling of files. Each anonymous memory S-page has a “file”

id that refers to the owning hap, and an offset that specifies the location of the

page in the hap’s virtual address space. When the parent process calls fork(),

the InkTag hypervisor eagerly clones all anonymous spage metadata into the new

process. Although the hypervisor clones S-page metadata, the data segments for

cloned S-pages may be shared, as long as the data remains read-only. Thus, the

child receives an identical copy of the parent’s address space backed by the same

set of physical frames, analagous to a fork in an operating system. When the child

attempts to write a COW page, the untrusted kernel intercepts the access. It copies

the page by invoking a hypercall to the InkTag hypervisor. The InkTag hypervisor

both copies the data, as well as adds metadata that indicates the new frame is a

copy of the parent’s S-page. Then, the guest OS modifies the child’s page table to

point to the copied frame. The InkTag hypervisor allows the update, because it

knows the page being mapped is a direct copy of the parent’s (having performed the
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copy itself), thus completing a valid COW sequence.

S-pages that must be zero-initialized (such as empty pages initialized for

an hap’s .bss) are similarly handled cooperatively between Casuash and InkTag.

When Casuash allocates a new empty page for a hap, rather than initialize the

page itself, it instead invokes a hypercall to InkTag, which zeroes the page, protects

it from Casuash, and marks it as an empty page. Later, when a hap faults on an

uninitialized part of the address space, Casuash fills in a page table entry pointing

to the zeroed page. InkTag allows the update, because uninitialized data in the

address space should be mapped to a zeroed page.

4.3 Casuash Implementation

Our prototype implementation of InkTag+Casuash modifies the InkTag implemen-

tation described in Chapter 3 in two primary directions: First, it implements an

extended paraverification interface between Casuash and the InkTag hypervisor (the

basic interface is described in Section 3.1. In conjunction with the extended par-

averification interface, we simplify the InkTag hypervisor to remove encryption and

hashing, and to manage metadata based on explicit hypercalls from Casuash.

4.3.1 InkTag+Casuash API

Table 4.1 details the extended API between Casuash and the InkTag hypervisor.

All of the 5 additional API calls operate on physical memory frames, indicating as

described in section 4.2 operations that would have been performed by the untrusted

OS, such as zero-initializing a new S-page, or copying an S-page from one physical

frame to another, in response to a copy-on-write.

For physical memory that does not contain secure S-page data, Casuash

does not rely on the InkTag hypervisor to perform page initialization and copying.

Casuash adds an additional field to the Linux struct page, the structure holding

metadata for each frame of physical memory, that indicates that the designated
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Hypercall Arguments Description

DISK READ frame dst Reserve a protected frame for
reading an S-page from disk.
Casuash passes the destination
physical page frame number to
the hypervisor, which protects
the frame from the guest so it can
be filled with secure S-page data.

SHARED ZERO PAGE frame Casuash identifies to the hypervi-
sor a page it will use as a shared
zero page. The InkTag hypervi-
sor marks the page read-only, and
ensures that is in fact zeroed.

ZERO PAGE frame Zero-initialize a new page. The
InkTag hypervisor protects the
page and initializes it to zero.

COW PAGE frame dst, frame src Copy an S-page from frame src
to frame dst. The InkTag hy-
pervisor copies the S-page data,
and marks frame dst as a copy of
frame src.

FREE PAGE frame Release an S-page. If the S-page
contains sensitive data, it is ze-
roed by the InkTag hypervisor,
which then releases it to be used
as untrusted memory by Casuash.

Table 4.1: Extended paraverification interface between Casuash and the InkTag
hypervisor.

memory holds an S-page. For example, when the Casuash kernel invokes a page

copy, it checks the struct page to determine if the page is an S-page. If not, it

performs the copy as normal. If so, Casuash invokes a hypercall to copy the page,

and also marks the destination page as an S-page. Similarly, on a read for an S-page

from disk, Casuash invokes DISK READ to reserve the destination frame, submits the

disk read request, and also marks the destination frame’s struct page to flag the

memory as an S-page.
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4.3.2 Shared data structures

The InkTag hypervisor (running as part of the Linux kvm module), its disk controller

(running as part of the userspace qemu process), and the guest kernel must share

information about the state of physical frames in memory and on disk, to coordinate

moving and copying S-pages within RAM, and to and from stable storage. The

untrusted Casuash kernel and the InkTag disk controller share a bitmap of sectors

on the block device, with bits set to indicate disk sectors containing S-pages. Before

submitting a disk request, the Casuash kernel checks the bitmap, and invokes a

secure disk read as described above if the sector to be read contains an S-page.

The InkTag hypervisor and disk controller share a map of physical memory,

used to transfer S-page metadata between the hypervisor’s main kernel component

and the userspace disk controller. When the InkTag disk controller receives a write

request, it checks the shared map to determine if the page to be written is an

S-page. If so, it marks the destination sector as an S-page in its bitmap, and writes

the S-page metadata along with the data. When the disk controller receives a read

request for a sector containing an S-page, it verifies in the map that the destination

physical frame has been previously reserved by the guest. For a read request for an

untrusted sector, the disk controller verifies that the destination physical frame is

also an untrusted memory frame.

4.3.3 Managing generated S-pages

As discussed in Section 4.2, in addition to S-pages read from and written to disk,

many S-pages are generated by the untrusted OS in response to events such as copy-

on-write and initialization of empty anonymous memory regions. To handle a fault

on a COW page in a hap’s address space, the Linux kernel (and thus Casuash) first

copies the page, then updates the faulting application’s page table to point to the

new copy. The InkTag hypervisor must be able to determine that the untrusted

kernel correctly carries out this sequence of operations.
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To track S-pages generated by copying or zero-initialization, InkTag relies

on a hashcode to represent the contents of the page. Unlike the implementation

described in Chapter 3, the hashcode is not a cryptographic digest, but instead a

value with several fields updated by the InkTag hypervisor, that tracks the state of

the S-page as it is copied and modified.

The S-page hashcode has four fields:

〈file-id,offset,sequence number,dirty bit〉

The hashcode for an S-page is updated as follows: every time the S-page becomes

writable, the S-page’s file id and offset are copied into the file-id and offset fields in

the hashcode. The sequence number is incremented, and the dirty bit set to indicate

that the page may have been written and the hashcode is out of date. If the S-page

becomes read-only, the dirty bit is cleared. For InkTag haps, the full address space

of anonymous memory is represented as a file object, with a file-id corresponding

to the hap, and the offset specifying the virtual address within the hap’s address

space.

The InkTag hypervisor uses S-page hash codes to track the contents of physi-

cal memory as it is copied and initialized. Consider a hap that calls fork(), followed

by the new child process attempting to modify a page of copy-on-write anonymous

memory (Figure 4.3). At the time of the fork, the parent hap’s S-page for anony-

mous memory at address V has the hashcode

〈parent-id,V,n,true〉

When the parent calls fork(), the InkTag hypervisor eagerly clones all of its

S-page metadata into the child. Importantly, although the copied S-page has a new

file id (referring to the child process), the hashcode is copied directly, still referring

to parent-id.

Next, the untrusted guest kernel (assuming correct behavior) modifies the

child’s page table so that the parent and child share a read-only copy of the original
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physical frame. The InkTag hypervisor allows this update: two S-pages can share

the same data segment, if they share a hashcode and are read-only.

Later, the child attempts to write the shared page, incurring a page fault.

The Casuash kernel copies the page data, and updates the child’s page table to point

to the copied page. Casuash calls COPY PAGE to tell the hypervisor to copy the page.

The hypervisor does not yet know how the copied page will be used, so it reserves

the destination frame, copies the page data, and then copies just the source S-page’s

hash code to indicate the contents of the frame. The hypervisor then receives the

page table update. It allows the child to map the copied page, because the reserved

copied page has the same hash code as the child’s S-page (because the hash code was

copied directly from the parent’s S-page). The child is the only process mapping

the page, thus it can create a writable mapping. On creating a writable mapping,

the hypervisor updates the hashcode for the child S-page, to

〈child-id,V,0,true〉

The parent and child’s respective S-pages are now logically separate.

S-page hashcodes are similarly used for mapping zeroed pages. When ini-

tializing metadata for an anonymous memory region, the InkTag hypervisor sets

new S-page metadata to a special global hashcode indicating a zero-initialized page.

When the Casuash kernel invokes the ZERO PAGE hypercall, the hypervisor reserves

a page frame, zero-initializes the data, and indicates that the reserved frame has

a zero hashcode. Later, the InkTag hypervisor validates a page table update by

matching the hashcodes on the S-page metadata and the reserved frame.

4.3.4 Disk layout and consistency

Sharing the S-page abstraction between the InkTag hypervisor’s virtualized physical

memory and disk solves a significant consistency and performance challenge: by

removing cryptographic digests as the means to authenticate InkTag data, it is no

longer necessary to update secure metadata when the data in an S-page changes.
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Figure 4.4: InkTag+Casuash disk layout. The untrusted OS invokes reads and
writes to OS-addressable sectors, which are arranged in clusters on the backing
store and interleaved with OS-invisible sectors, that store S-page metadata.

Instead, the InkTag hypervisor protects the privacy and integrity of S-pages on

disk simply by preventing the untrusted OS from directly reading or writing those

sectors.

However, InkTag must still track which disk sectors contain S-pages, and file

and offset information for those S-pages. The InkTag hypervisor must still ensure

consistency when a newly-allocated file block is first written to disk. If the untrusted

guest kernel can halt the system after the metadata write, but before the data write,

then the data in the previously untrusted disk sector will incorrectly be considered

trusted S-page data. If the kernel can halt the system after the metadata write,

but before the data write, then private S-page data will be written to an untrusted

sector, freely readable by the guest OS.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the on-disk layout of OS-addressable disk sectors, that

contain untrusted data or S-page data and may be read directly (for untrusted

data) or indirectly (for S-pages) by the guest OS, and OS-invisible sectors, that

contain InkTag metadata for S-pages. Like the disk layout described in Section 3.5

OS-addressable sectors are arranged in clusters on the backing storage device, with

OS-invisible sectors interleaved at a fixed ratio. The InkTag hypervisor presents the

OS-addressable sectors to the untrusted guest as a contiguous virtual disk.

For each cluster of OS-addressable sectors, metadata for any S-pages con-
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tained within those sectors is stored in the two adjacent OS-invisible sectors. The

leading invisible sector stores S-page metadata such as file id and offset, and the

trailing invisible sector stores a commit block, that indicates the complete write of

both S-page metadata and data.

When an S-page is first written to a previously untrusted disk sector, the

disk request to write the S-page is transformed into three writes. First, S-page

metadata is written to the leading invisible sector. Then, the data is written to the

OS-addressable sector. Last, the commit block is written to indicate the completion

of the previous two writes.

S-page metadata consistency following a crash is ensured via an fsck-like

process. The InkTag disk controller tracks a private superblock for a virtual disk

device. When the disk is opened, the disk controller synchronously writes a flag

indicating the disk is in use, clearing the flag when the disk is cleanly disconnected.

If the system halts between opening and closing the virtual disk, InkTag must check

the disk the next time it is opened. Sectors having both the associated S-page

metadata and commit block written are considered secure S-pages. If a sector has

S-page metadata, but no commit block, the hypervisor cannot be sure whether or

not private data has been written to the OS-addressable sector. The disk controller

must both consider the disk sector untrusted, and also zero the sector on disk, so

that the untrusted OS is prevented from reading potentially-written S-page data.

InkTag also uses consistency checking to maintain the bitmap of S-page sec-

tors, without requiring synchronous disk writes. During operation, the bitmap is

kept unsynchronized with stable storage. In the event of a crash, the bitmap is

regenerated from S-page metadata, ensuring its freshness.
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Figure 4.5: Overview of SVTs. untrusted pseudo-terminal devices (ptys) provided
by the operating system. These are multiplexed into a single channel (such as
a console or ssh connection) and sent to the host. The host demultiplexes this
stream into multiple secure terminals presented to the user. Dashed lines indicate
cryptographic operations.

4.4 Trusting user interaction with Secure Virtual Ter-

minals

Isolating applications from an untrusted operating system reduces the risk from

malicious software, since such software, even if running with kernel privileges, cannot

directly read sensitive data from an application’s address space. However, user

input and output still passes through the operating system, and can be read and

modified by malicious software. While some systems create a completely separate

trusted path for user input and output [SSB06, SMW+06, SMWP08], such solutions

are cumbersome and incompatible with many ways in which modern systems are

accessed, such as over an ssh connection.

We propose secure virtual terminals (SVTs), an abstraction for interacting

with secure applications in an untrusted environment. At a high level, SVTs provide

each secure application, or group of applications, with a private terminal device. A

user interacting with a high-security application must use the terminal assigned to

that application. When using that terminal, all input and output are encrypted for

privacy and checked for integrity. The user knows that all output was generated by

the desired application, and the application knows that all input was generated by
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the user.

Figure 4.4 provides an overview of SVTs on a system that uses virtualization

to isolate applications from the operating system. To allow SVTs to be communi-

cated over legacy channels, such as a console device or ssh connection, SVTs are

multiplexed into a single stream of communication. The device responsible for dis-

playing the terminal (in this case the virtual console device provided by the VMM)

demultiplexes the stream into the multiple virtual terminals, decrypts and checks

integrity, and presents them with some user interface (e.g. a tabbed terminal win-

dow).

The usage model for SVTs is similar to that for traditional terminal devices.

An application may acquire an SVT either by inheriting it from a parent, or creating

a new private terminal. This allows for flexible and secure partitioning of sensitive

data. For instance the login application on a system may run in its own SVT, and

not allow any children (such as a shell) to inherit it. As a result, there is exactly

one SVT in which a user should type her password. A prompt for a password in

any terminal but that for the login application is a sign of malfeasance. Once

a user has logged in, the entire login session may share a single SVT, similar to

how a login session is typically assigned to one traditional terminal. However, if an

application requires a higher security assurance, it can create its own private SVT.

For example, a banking application would create a new SVT. By only accepting

input and displaying output on its private terminal, all data is completely private

between the user and the application.

4.5 SVT design

Interaction via secure virtual terminals involves several components. The user of

the system interacts locally with a secure monitor, a terminal device that is trusted

to correctly encrypt input and decrypt and display output. The secure monitor is

responsible for implementing the SVT user interface, presenting a unique display
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terminal for each SVT that contains only the contents printed to that SVT. In a

graphical environment, the secure monitor could present a tabbed terminal window.

In a console environment, the secure monitor might map the concept of the secure

attention key onto SVTs, providing a keycode to switch between virtual terminals.

Encrypted communication between the user and one or more trusted processes

with which the user wishes to securely interact occurs over an untrusted channel,

such as a console device controlled by an untrusted party (the operating system),

or an insecure network connection. We assume that the untrusted channel has

properties similar to those of an traditional terminal device.

SVTs must provide several key features for secure interaction in an untrusted

environment. First, SVTs must make communcation private and verify message

integrity. Second, SVTs must provide a secure mechanism for creating new terminals

and inheriting existing terminals. Third, both users and applications must be able

to perform attestation to determine the trusted process or user at the other end

of the terminal. Finally, user input is particularly vulnerable to timing attacks, as

timing between key presses can signficantly reduce the search space for sensitive

data such as passwords. SVTs must provide mechanisms to deter such attacks. The

following subsections discuss these features in detail.

4.5.1 Privacy and Integrity

Secure virtual terminals use symmetric key cryptography to provide privacy and

integrity for input and output. Each SVT is associated with a pair of symmetric

keys, known only to the secure monitor and the trusted processes controlling the

SVT, an encryption key, ek, for providing privacy, and an authentication key, ak,

for integrity. Each message written to the secure terminal is encrypted with the

encryption key, and an HMAC using the authentication key is appended before

writing the message to the untrusted channel.

In addition to providing privacy and integrity for individual messages, SVTs
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must ensure that messages are not reordered or dropped on the untrusted channel.

Each message is prepended with a sequence number, seq before encryption and

hashing. In total, to write a message M on the secure terminal, a trusted process

or the secure monitor will write

Eek(seq|M) | HMACak(seq|M)

to the untrusted channel. The recipient of the sequence of messages ignores any

message for which the HMAC does not match, or that contains an unexpected

sequence number. An adversary with control over the untrusted channel can deny

service by dropping or modifying messages on the SVT. This guarantee, for privacy

and integrity without availability is similar to those provided by the underlying

system for operating on an untrusted OS.

4.5.2 Secure terminal creation

A trusted processes acquires a secure terminal in one of two ways. First, the process

may inherit the terminal from another trusted process (usually its parent). To pass

a secure terminal to another trusted process, the parent process simply sends ek and

ak to the child process. Section 4.6 discusses handling multiple concurrent writes

to a secure terminal.

To create a new secure terminal, the trusted process creating the terminal

must use the untrusted channel to agree on a pair of symmetric keys with the secure

monitor. We use public key cryptography to agree on keys. A trusted process must

first acquire the public encryption key belonging to the user of the secure monitor,

the mechanism for which we leave unspecified. Possibilities for learning a user’s

public key include using secure storage provided by the underlying system, or se-

curely inheriting it, similar to inheriting keys for a secure terminal. The trusted

process generates a pair of symmetric keys and sends them over the untrusted chan-
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nel, encrypted with the user’s public encryption key, and signed with the process’

signing key. The secure monitor decrypts the keys, and creates a new secure virtual

terminal associated with the public key of the trusted process.

In addition to authenticating secure terminals via public keys, a user may

want to determine that the trusted process creating the new terminal is the same

process that was created by the trusted process controlling the previous secure

terminal. Consider the case of a user interacting with her banking application

that creates its own private secure terminal. When the user starts the application,

a malicious operating system could intercept the request to create a new secure

terminal and replace it with one from a previous session, allowing it to replay the

previous session’s output. Although the current application would not receive any

input, it could appear to the user that stale data is presented on a secure terminal.

To address this problem, a trusted process must prove that it is authorized

to create a new secure terminal, by a process controlling the current secure terminal.

When a trusted process invokes a new process that will be allowed to create new

secure terminals, it passes the new process a capability. This capability consists of a

new symmetric authentication key ck, as well ck encrypted and authenticated with

the keys for the current secure terminal. To create a new secure terminal using the

message newsvt, the child process writes

Eak(ck) | HMACak(ck) | newsvt | HMACck(newsvt)

to the untrusted channel. As with normal messages, the secure monitor will ignore

any message that does not authenticate correctly. Note that this mechanism does

not prevent replay within a single session. The secure monitor must record each

terminal creation and ignore repeated messages.
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4.5.3 Attestation

A user and application communicating securely over an encrypted channel does not

provide any additional security if the user cannot verify that she is running the

correct application, and the application cannot verify that it is interacting with

the correct user. However, the necessary attestation requirements are specific to

the application and usage scenario. For instance, a user interacting with the login

program must be able to verify that it represents a valid instance of the system-wide

login application, that is identical for every user. A user interacting with an banking

application must be able to verify that she is interacting with the trusted banking

application running as her user, i.e. authorized to read her private data.

As a result, the SVT abstraction does not specify an attestation mechanism.

We believe that private and verified two-way communication provides an adequate

substrate on which to build attestation. One possibility would be to build upon the

public keys already used to create secure terminals. An application could identify

a user based on her public key, and a user could identify an application based on

its public key. In this scenario, the authentication and permissions of the underly-

ing isolation mechanism become the mechanism for attestation. A user trusts any

application that can successfully read a specific public/private key pair. An appli-

cation trusts the user because the public key for a given user is stored securely by

the underlying system, and cannot be modified by an untrusted operating system.

4.5.4 Protecting vulnerable input

Secure virtual terminals provide encrypted and authenticated communication. How-

ever, user input has properties that make simply encryption not sufficient to protect

all sensitive data. For instance, if a message is written to the terminal for each user

keypress, the timing between successive key events can leak significant information

about the entered characters [SWT01]. SVTs should allow applications to specify

requirements for transmitting input data. When creating a new secure terminal, an
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application may specify either line mode or character mode. In line mode, the secure

monitor buffers user input, transmitting the contents of the buffer when the user

inputs a carriage return. In character mode, the secure monitor transmits characters

as soon as they are available. In line mode, an application creating a terminal may

also specify a block size to mask the length of sensitive input, such as passwords.

The secure monitor pads the length of messages from the user to the next multiple

of the block size, disguising the actual length of the input.

4.6 SVT implementation

A key challenge for the SVT mechanism is implementing SVT over legacy channels

like console devices is correctly multiplexing multiple streams of output from trusted

processes, and demultiplexing a single stream of user input into multiple streams

directed at different trusted processes. This section describes the implementation of

SVTs on an untrusted channel with properties like those of a traditional terminal

device. These properties include:

• Semi-interleaved writesWrites from multiple processes to a terminal device

can be interleaved arbitrarily; no atomicity guarantees are provided. However,

most writes up to a certain size will complete atomically.

• Atomicity in hindsight A process that writes to the terminal device will

receive as the return value of the write the number of bytes that were written

atomically. If this does not hold, the operating system is either buggy or

malicious.

SVTs implement reliable communication in the face of arbitrarily interleaved

writes by relying on operating system return codes to indicate the portion of data

written atomically. We assume that over the terminal device, writes of lengths at

least the length of the message metadata (such as the sequence number and HMAC)

can be written atomically most of the time, and that if a write of this minimum size

does not complete atomically, retrying will eventually result in success.
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4.6.1 Multiplexing secure terminal output

When a trusted process sends a message, it performs a write to the terminal device

with the encrypted and authenticated message. If the operating system returns the

total length to the process, then the entire message has been written atomically

to the terminal (or the OS is buggy/malicious). If not, the trusted process must

retry the write. In the face of a consistently failing write, the trusted process may

fragment the message to produce smaller write sizes, down to the minimum length

of the message metadata.

In addition to multiplexing multiple secure terminals over a single device,

multiple processes controlling a single SVT can write concurrently. For atomicity,

the case for concurrent writers is identical to that for multiple SVTs. However,

the writers should not synchronize, and so need distinct sequence numbers. To

address this, SVTs allow multiple streams within a single terminal. When a process

controlling a terminal starts a new process (e.g. through fork), it writes a message

to the SVT with an identifier for the new stream, and passes the identifier to the

child process. Each message on a secure terminal includes the stream identifier,

allowing the secure monitor to track multiple sequence numbers.

4.7 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the file system performance of an InkTag+Casuash sys-

tem. We evaluated InkTag+Casuash performance on quad-core Intel i7 860 running

at 2.8GHz, with a 160GB 10000RPM hard disk, running Ubuntu 10.04.4. Both

InkTag and Casuash are use a modified 2.6.36 Linux kernel, with QEMU 0.12.5

containing the implementation of the InkTag disk controller. VM guests run with a

single virtual CPU,
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4.7.1 Storage microbenchmark

We evaluate InkTag’s storage backend with a benchmark that synchronizes regions

varying in size from a 256MB secure file cached in memory to the virtual disk. We

disable host OS caching for our virtual disk, to best simulate the effect of actual

disk scheduling on I/O throughput. Figure 4.6 shows the performance of syncing

varying window sizes, from 4KB to 1MB, either sequentially through the file or in

random order. We consider two cases for placing the file in the filesystem: with a

file that has already been allocated (including metadata in OS-invisible sectors), or

with a file for which each block is allocated at the time the file is synced (requiring

the InkTag disk controller to write additional metadata).

Figure 4.6 shows results for sequential and random writes to a pre-allocated

file. Additional I/O overhead for a hap comes from two sources: the additional

overhead required for a hap to repeatedly submit I/O requests to the OS, and the

additional overhead imposed by the InkTag disk layout, including the potential need

to write metadata when allocating file blocks. We consider four cases, an unmod-

ified Linux running on KVM, an InkTag+Casuash system that does not commit

metadata to stable storage, unmodified Linux writing to an InkTag disk device, and

an InkTag+Casuash system with a hap writing to an InkTag disk.

For small writes, all cases show similar performance: statically allocating

metadata near the associated data minimizes the seeking required to write a single

page. Larger window sizes (and increased throughput for unmodified Linux) show

more differentiation between Linux and InkTag, however no case suffers a perfor-

mance overhead greater than 25%.

Figure 4.7 show results for writing to a file that is being allocated in the

filesystem as it is written. Although allocating file blocks requires additional writes

for InkTag metadata, the msync benchmark does not exhibit a significant penalty for

this additional I/O. Allocating file blocks already requires additional writes (such as
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Figure 4.6: Throughput in MB/s for sequential and random msync() operations to
a preallocated file, for unmodified Linux, a hap running without InkTag storage
support (‘inktag’), unmodified Linux running on InkTag storage (‘linux-ifs‘), and a
hap running with InkTag storage (‘inktag-ifs’).
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Figure 4.7: Throughput in MB/s for sequential and random msync() operations to a
file that is allocated as it is written.
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Figure 4.8: Effect of cluster size on InkTag storage performance for a sequential
msync() benchmark.

to the bitmap of allocated blocks), so additional writes to InkTag metadata stored

near the file data do not increase that overhead. Instead, overhead while allocating a

file results from the additional CPU work performed by InkTag: Unmodified Linux

and Linux with an InkTag disk perform nearly identically, as do InkTag+Casuash

systems running with or without InkTag metadata storage.

The cluster size for InkTag storage (the number of consecutive OS-visible disk

pages per OS-invisible metadata page) has a primary effect on disk performance.

Figure 4.8 shows results for a sequential msync() benchmark over varying cluster sizes.

By default, we choose a 1MB cluster size for InkTag storage. Choosing smaller

cluster sizes is detrimental to performance especially as larger regions of the file

are written to disk, because smaller cluster sizes require large writes of consecutive

sectors to be broken up into smaller writes to skip over InkTag metadata sectors.

At a cluster size of 32 4KB pages (128KB), InkTag performs large disk writes at

only half the throughput of 1MB clusters.
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Figure 4.9: Throughput for the Bonnie benchmark data operating on a 4GB file.
Data throughput is given in MB/s, and random seeks are shown in seeks/s.

4.7.2 Bonnie

The Bonnie [Bra96] benchmark is designed to test Unix filesystem bottlenecks, by

performing various I/O operations on a file much larger than main memory. We run

Bonnie in a virtual machine with 1GB main memory and a 4GB file, testing both

Linux and InkTag+Casuash, each on both a normal disk device (with InkTag not

storing metadata), and an InkTag device. Bonnie performs several tests: writing a

file using C standard I/O per character, writing a file using block I/O, reading and

rewriting a file using block I/O (thus writing to an already allocated file), reading a

file by character and by block, as well as randomly seeking, reading, and updating

a file.

Figure 4.9 shows throughput results for the Bonnie benchmark. As with

the msync microbenchmark, both unmodified Linux and InkTag+Casuash show

little penalty when performing large block writes to an InkTag disk device. An

InkTag disk device has low impact on read throughput, although a hap reading

from an InkTag disk shows some overhead due to the necessary additional metadata
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Figure 4.10: CPU usage during each phase of the Bonnie benchmark.

reads. Metadata I/O requirements induce a penalty for random seeks within a file.

Figure 4.10 shows CPU usage during execution of each Bonnie phase. Submitting

I/O requests from a hap increases the CPU utilization of performing I/O.
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Chapter 5

Related work

VMM-based approaches to security can be categorized by the types of guarantees

that they provide for a guest VM or to applications. First are systems like OSck,

that seek to improve the the security of the software stack by improving integrity

of a running guest virtual machine. Second are systems like InkTag, that seek to

remove trust from previously trusted parts of the software stack, such as the OS

kernel.

5.1 Improving integrity

Systems like Terra [GPC+03] attest, via a chain of trust, that the VMs are initialized

to a desired state. Terra [GPC+03] guarantees that its virtual machines cannot be

inspected or modified by other VMs. Attested VM initialization and its counterparts

like secure boot [AFS97, Kau07] are orthogonal to the design goals of OSck. OSck

is instead concerned with the continued maintenance of guest OS integrity after

initialization, and Terra provides no such guarantee.

After correct initialization, the next guarantee is that of guest kernel code

integrity. SecVisor [SLQP07] protects kernel code from modification thus defeating

certain attacks. However, merely protecting code segments is insufficient to guaran-

tee correct kernel operation, as shown by return-to-libc [Sol97] and return-oriented
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programming [Sha07a, HHF09] attacks that make use of unmodified, non-malicious

code to accomplish malicious goals. Kernel code integrity is the foundation on

which the more stringent guarantees of control-flow integrity [ABEL05] and data

integrity [BKI07, CXS+05, CSXK08] are layered.

Petroni and Hicks [PH07] describe a VMM-based approach to maintaining

control-flow integrity (execution follows a predetermined control-flow graph [ABEL05])

They perform periodic scans of kernel memory, verifying state-based control-flow in-

tegrity, a property similar to that verified by OSck. They compute a type graph

from kernel source, and use this graph to determine a set of global roots for kernel

data, the fields of kernel data structures that are function pointers, and the fields

that point to other structures. Periodically, their integrity checking monitor exe-

cutes and traverses the kernel’s object graph starting from the set of global roots,

successively following pointers to examine all allocated kernel data structures. For

each object, the system verifies that all function pointers have desired properties,

for example, that they point to a specific set of allowed functions. This requires a

breadth-first search of the data structure graph, while OSck verifies type safety via

a linear scan of kernel memory.

HookSafe [WJCN09] protects function pointers (often called hooks) by mov-

ing them to a write-protected area. Instructions that access these pointers within

the kernel are detected with a profiling run, and then rewritten via binary transla-

tion to access the new hook locations. Any accesses to function pointers not present

in the profiling run are not correctly translated during runtime. OSck verifies a

larger class of integrity properties than properties about kernel function pointers.

When possible, it protects function pointers by placing them in hardware-protected

memory (whose access policy is determined by the hypervisor), otherwise, it peri-

odically verifies that function pointers point to legitimate code targets according to

a flexible policy.
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KernelGuard [RRXJ09] protects kernel data structures by selectively inter-

posing on memory writes. KernelGuard checks the kernel function that writes a

guarded memory region against explicit sets of allowed functions per region. While

specifying what functions can modify which regions is a powerful primitive, it does

not prevent large classes of attacks where (for example) a function that is permitted

to modify a region does so maliciously. For example, protocol handler and netfil-

ter filter registration functions need to be able to install new filters—the latter is

used in the firewalling tool iptables. OSck enforces OS integrity guarantees on the

data structures themselves—in this case, that the functions for protocol handlers

and netfilter filters are contained within kernel or allowed module text. Indirect

guarantees do not ensure OS integrity.

LiveDM [JR10] is a system for tracking the types of dynamically allocated

kernel memory. It operates by interposing on guest VM operation, waiting until

the VM reaches any of a set of kernel memory allocation functions. For these

functions, the VMM keeps a “shadow stack” of pending return addresses that it

uses to determine when a particular call returns so it can associate call sites (kernel

code locations) with return values. The types of return values can then be inferred

by static analysis of surrounding code regions; an instrumented version of gcc is

used to generate an AST for static analysis. While OSck focuses on typing slab

allocation, it only uses CIL for static analysis and does not require instrumenting a

compiler. No performance measurements are given for LiveDM, but OSck’s cache

scanning mechanism has low system impact.

Loscocco et. al. present the Linux kernel integrity monitor (LKIM) [LWPM07]

which is a hypervisor component that intelligently hashes kernel data structures for

integrity. LKIM does not provide advanced features like type-checking the kernel

heap or providing an interface to kernel programmers to write their own integrity

checks.
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5.2 Removing trust

InkTag shares a basic architecture, and many important techniques, with earlier

systems such as Overshadow [CGL+08a, PG08] and SP3 [YS08]. In both of these

systems, a trusted hypervisor isolates applications from an untrusted operating sys-

tem, while still allowing the OS to manage memory by presenting it an encrypted

view. This technique is referred to as multi-shadowing by Overshadow.

While InkTag shares a basic architecture with these earlier systems, it brings

several advances. First, these systems attempt to appear largely transparent to

the guest operating system. InkTag employs paraverification to make the hypervi-

sor implementation simpler and more efficient. This is especially important for an

implementation on a modern hypervisor supporting hardware virtualization. For ex-

ample, Overshadow’s implementation on a binary-translating VMM without hard-

ware support for memory virtualization represents a significantly less performant

baseline. In addition, many of the low-level operations necessary for verifying mem-

ory integrity, such as mapping low-level page table updates to OS operations on the

application virtual address space, are already a necessary function of older hyper-

visors. InkTag must re-introduce some of that functionality, making its efficiency

and simplicity paramount. Second, previous systems neglect to secure the interface

between application and operating system. InkTag employs paraverification to allow

an application to efficiently determine if the OS is returning consistent results for

operations on its address space.

InkTag also is the first system of its kind to address systems issues beyond

isolation, such as access control and naming. For example, while Overshadow guar-

antees that user processes are isolated from the operating system, it does not manage

access to secure data: once an application that has created a secure file terminates,

there is no meaningful way for processes to share access to that file. Also essential

to building usable systems is the ability to convey file integrity information. InkTag
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attempts to provide this information in the same way that operating systems do to-

day for most files: by restricting users’ ability to create file names (e.g. by allowing

only system administrators to create files in /etc).

Just as InkTag allows a trusted process to stop trusting the OS, CloudVi-

sor [ZCCZ11] allows a trusted operating system to stop trusting the hypervisor.

CloudVisor shares many techniques with both InkTag and prior work. However,

the task of isolating an operating system from the hypervisor is much simpler than

isolating an application from the operating system. For example, the operating sys-

tem must only be ensured a single, mostly contiguous, and static physical address

space. In contrast, an application frequently changes its address space, which is

sparsely composed of mappings of numerous different resources.

XOMOS [LTH03] also isolates applications from an untrusted operating sys-

tem. However, XOMOS relies on proposed processor support for trustworthy ex-

ecution, rather than existing hypervisor technology. As with other previous work,

XOMOS only isolates an application from the operating system, and does not secure

essential services such as access control, or protect applications from compromise

through the system call interface.

5.3 Secure user input

Protecting sensitive input, such as passwords, is useful in many situations and

has been the focus of several prior works. Several systems have focused on con-

cealing passwords through hashing or encryption. Bumpy [MPR09] builds on the

Flicker [MPP+08] architecture to provide transformations of sensitive data, outside

of the traditional trusted computing base (TCB) including the operating system

and application. Bumpy is inspired by Bump in the Ether [MPR06], which provides

an application interface to encrypting user interface devices. The Trusted Input

Proxy [BP07], a virtualization-based solution that allows users to input sensitive

data directly to the VMM, thus avoiding a potentially compromised application.
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The VMM then injects the sensitive data into an SSL stream. Secure virtual termi-

nals provide a more general abstraction for sensitive user data, allowing the user to

input an unbounded amount of data, rather than being limited to short sequences

such as passwords.

Other work has explored a dedicated path for sensitive user data. Bumpy

requires a trusted monitor (such as a smartphone) to display information about the

party requesting secure input. Sharp et al. propose several systems in which a smart-

phone device is used as a trusted component to validate otherwise untrusted user in-

teractions [SSB06, SMW+06, SMWP08]. For graphical interaction, trusted window

managers have been used to protect sensitive input and output. Nitpicker [FH05]

is a trusted window manager that supports legacy applications (using the X11 pro-

tocol). Secure virtual terminals assume a trusted input/output device, however do

not require a separate path for trusted and untrusted content. In a virtualization

setting, a virtual machine monitor could be considered sufficiently secure to provide

a secure monitor.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

As a minimal layer at the bottom of the system software stack, hypervisors have

the potential to mitigate a difficult issue in system security: the trust placed in

operating systems. However, applications still require essential services provided by

the OS, and simply relocating those services to the hypervisor would only shift the

need to trust a large, complex, and shared system, rather than reduce it. This dis-

sertation proposes that through careful use of information provided by an operating

system, the hypervisor can increase trust in the OS by detecting security threats, or

remove the need to trust the OS at all, without bloating the hypervisor with com-

plex implementation or duplication of OS code. OSck uses kernel information to

efficiently detect potentially subtle malicious modifications of internal kernel state.

InkTag allows an application to use OS services such as data storage and memory

management, without having to trust the operating system running those services.

By requiring a potentially malicious operating system to participate in its own veri-

fication, the InkTag hypervisor and a trusted application can efficiently determine if

an untrusted operating system is correctly updating application state in response to

application requests. InkTag’s support for essential services like access control and

naming allow it to run complex user-level applications, such as a wiki, that need

trust only the hypervisor to ensure data privacy and integrity.
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